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Holland City News.
HOLLAND,

VOL. X.-N0.39.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

MICH.,

'DARKS, W.

H. Attorney and Conncelorat Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.

1

gollandl
A

WEEKLYNEWSFAPER.

1~\E GROOT, L. barber. Hair catting, shaving,
shampoonlng, hair-dyeing,etc., aoneatrea
sonable rates. Barbershop next door to the City

U

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.

Hotel.

DOESBURG,

J.

EACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and Honey,

1 >

$

bushel .................
bushel ...............

®
(&
©
^

Butter, |l lb. ....................
Clover seed, lb ..................
Eggs, f) doren .....................

CoaaliiisB Merchant.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

OTTO

14-ly

Produce, Etc.
W
Beans, ^

Apples,

IJ

......................
.......................

lb

2

i&
ft
^

4

dealer In Grain, Flour and Produce. High- Hay, V ton
12
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick Onions, |1 bushels ................ 1
store cor. Eighth A Hah streets, Holland, Mich. 17 Potatoes, fl bushel ................
Timothy Seed, bushel ..........
2

Editor and PublUher.

Terms of Sabsoriptioxi:

All summer long the people knelt
And listened at the sick man’s door;
Each pang which that pale suffererfelt
Throbbed through the land, from shore

®
@

40
00
20
75
18
13
00
00
80
75

a
red Red,
“
®
bushel.... ©

1 25
j 27

Lancaster
130
Drogi and Xedlclnei.
Corn, shelled fl bushel
85
Oats, V bushel ......................
45
JOB PRINTING Promptly ami Neatly Eiecmei lAOKSBURG, J. O., DealerinDrugsand Medi- Buckwheat, W bushel
75
LJ cines, Paints and Oils, Brashes, <&c. Phy- Bran, A 100 lbs ....................(& 1 00
sician’sprescriptionscarefullyput up: Eighth st. Feed,® ton ......................
do 27 00
$1
100 lb .....................
ft 1 50
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for Vf EENGS, D. It., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med- Barley, ^ 100 lb ....................
ft 1 50
first insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent ivl iclnes, Fancy Goons, Toilet Articles and Per- Middling, ^ 100 lb ............... ft 1 50
SnmArieg. River street.
Insertion for any period under three mouthe.
Flour, V brl... ....................
ft 7 ()0
Barley, |M00 ft) ...............ft 8 50
| 8 n. | 6 m. I 1 T.
PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medi- Pearl
Rye W bush .....................
75
cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
1 Square ................
850 5 00 I 8 00
Corn Meal V 100 lbs ..............ft 1 50
.................. 5 00
8 00 |10 00 W. Van Den Dkko'h Family Medicines;Eighth 8t. Fine Corn Meal !? 100 lbs ......... ft 160
............... 8 00 10 00 17 eo
\ Column ........... ...... 10 00 17 00 | 25 00 YX7ALSH I1EUER, Druggist & Pharmacist; a
full stock of goods appertaining to the bus................. 17 00 25 00 40 00
................. 25 00 40 00 1 65 00 iuess.

2 “
3 “

X1 "
“

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.

HT

issue.

yAN PUTTEN G,, General Dealers, in Dry where in this
15-7m.
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
An X before the Subscriber'sname will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sig- Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Just received a very flue lot of Felt
nifies tnat no paper will be continuedafter date.

V

iniD

Hotels.

TIITQ DADl?D

may be found on file at Geo.
Rowell & Co's News- rUTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Propaper AdvertisingBureau tlO Spruce St.), where \J prietors.The only first-class Hotel in the
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW city. Is located in the business centerof the town,
YORK.
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
in the State. Free bus in connection wan the Hotel. Holland, Mich.
10-ly

pil

Roads.

yiKKNIX HOTEL.

E. P. Mouticthproprietor.
Located near the Chi. & W. Mich. it. R. depot, has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and
its tabic is unsurpassed.Free Hack for accommodation of guests. On Ninth str., Holland, Mich.
1

X

Chicago & West Michigan E. E.
Taking Effect, Sunday, June 12, 1881'
From Chicago

Chicago.

to

to Holland.

Nl’t Day
Mail.
Exp. Kxp.
p.

m

p.

m.

a.

Day NtM
Mail
Exp, Exp.

TOWNS.

m.

p.

m.

p.

m

a.

10 40 .... 11 08 East Saugatuck 3 05
10 55 2 20 | 1 20 ....Richmond.

O

Fish

convenient to both depots. Terms,
day. Good accommodationscun always
be reliedon. Ilolluud,
(8-ly

00

5

..

2 55 9 20 4 45

12 00 2 50 11 55 ..Gd. Junction..

2 15 8 45 3 55

12 25 3 05 12 10 ..... Bangor. ... 2 00 8 80

05 4 05

1 45

.St.

..

Joseph.

..

12

1YOONE

D

7 30

7 40 5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00 3 40 9 10

m.

p.

m. p. m.

a.

m.

m

p.

TJAVERKATE, G.

J
Livery and Boarding
stable.Fine rigs and good horses can a
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s

Hotel.
11.

to

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

Rapids.

From Grd. Rapids
Holland.

to

83-tf

TBBELINK, J.

11., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

Beat Barken.

nUTKAU, Wm. New

Meat Market,near corner
13 Eighth and Fish Street. All k:
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

p.m.

On Saturday night the Night express north runs
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 1:30 Sunday morning.

From Holland
Grand
.in. p.m. p. m.

U„ Liverv

and barn on Market sireet. Everythingfirstclass.

40 7 25 2 00

3 30 4 50 2 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 6 30 1 1 55

a.

Mich.

Llvem&dSftlt Stable*.

1 50 3 55 1 30 .Benton Harbor, 12 50 7 32 2 10
2

sirs.,

$1.1)0 pbr

in.

1 55 10 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 9 40 5 15

tllttU

HOTEL.

Wm. J. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and

o OOTT’S

From Holland

5 20

a. m. p. m. p.m.
9 45 3 25 ....Holland..... 10 45 1 50 tioiu

5 85

9 55 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 35 1 40 9 55

5 57 10 07 3 52 ..Hudeonvilie... 10 15

9 25

6 16 10 15 4 05 ....Grandville...10 00

1 12 9 05

6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 45

1

UITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
. vegetables;Meal Market on 8th street.

yANDERUAAK,

ouequarterof one per cent, for

U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,

Men and

Boys, which I

remainderbelongs to

ladies' and Misses’ hoods,

in

colors and styles, at the store of

35-lf

which belongedto him

-

has been hired

—Richard li’. Gilder in Century Magazine.

-

Common

V

_

VAN

34-tf

Minutes of last meeting read and approved.

VyiLMS.P. H.

to

P-Klels ........................... ...

3 82

Yeas: Reach, Benkema, Kramer,Winter, Lau-

-

MKortMer.

m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

to
Muskegon.
-

34-tf

_

Kortlander Bros.,

Phctcfraphir.

ViaNnnica.

From

From Muskegon to

Holland

—

a.m.
9 00

— —
r

-

J_£IGUINS,B.

P. the leading Photographer.Gal-

We soli more flne
bouse in the State.

5 30

11 10

4

'PE ROLLER,

G. J., Generaldealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.

heartburn,

8

00

p.m.

tt

to

Allegan.

m.

p. ra.

m.

p.

and Eighth Street.

10 45j* 6 45

11 16

4 90

10

11 86

4 55

10 03

455

1 00

5 10

48

4 15

IS 46

5 85

9 25

p.m. p.m.

a.

6 10

880

t Rons daily, all other tralna daily except Sonday. Ail tralnaran by Chicago time.

Hiwrtanj.

F. & A. X.
ARaouLABCommonicatlon of Unitt Lodoi.
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,Nov.
90, at 7 o'clock .sharp.
H. C. Matrau, W. M.
D. L. Botd, Isc'v.

R

Van Kampen hia got

all

OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand necessary tools to move, raise or
Notary Public; River street.
buildings at abort notice. He la also
I

VfOBRIDK, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law, pared to build new dwellings, or n
O/L Leppig's Block, Grand Bapida, Michigan. old ones, or do any kind of carpentei

ness in Kent, Ottawa
wtU be promptly attended
Baal

to.

and Allegan Counties
9-ly

who finds keen pleasure in merely living.

An

mother is a constant
object of sympathy In an otherwise contented household. Happy the home
invalid wife or

women

whose

folk enjoy perfect health.

In my practice I have always recommended sickly women to use Brown's
Iron Bitters. In case of irregularities,
dyspepsia, indigestion,heartburn, nausea,
sour stomach, nervousnessand exhaustive
debility, I find it exceeds all

other reme-

dies as a true medicinal tonic. It never
fails to gently soothe, refresh

and streng-

then the general system, and especially
those parts made weak
tress;

and what

by continued dismost is, that

satisfies me

the cures, although in

some

instances

gradual, are always permanent.— if.

How

Frederick Donglau got hii Name.

In the
zine

D.

first

number of The Century Maga-

(November), FrederickDouglass tells
manner

of his

from slavery. The account takes

New

Bedford, where he

escape

him

to

obtained

first

steady work and where he got his

name,

as follows:

Once initiatedinto my new

life of free-

dom, and assured by Mr. Johnson that

need not

I

fear recapture in that city, a

comparativelyunimportant question arose

name by which

I should be
my new relationas a
free man. The name given me by my
dear mother was no less pretentious and
long than Frederick Augustus Washingthereafterin

ton Bailey. I had however, while living

Maryland,dispensed with the Augustus

in

Washington, and retained only Frederick
Bailey. Between Baltimore and New Bedfrom the

ford, the better to conceal myself

slave-hunters, I had parted with Bailey

but in

and called myself Johnson;

New

Bedford I found that the Johnson family
was already so numerous as to cause

some

confusion in distinguishing them, hence a

change in this

name seemed

desirable.

Nathan Johnson, mine host, placed great
emphesis upon

me

to allow

this necessity,and

him lo

select a

name

consented, and he called me by

wished
for me.

my

pres-

ent

that he

wished me

its

great character

to bear his

name. Since
I

have often thought that, consideringthe

Importers

virtues of the Douglassof Scotland. Sure
Six sloops, one boat, and one shallop am I that, if any slave catcher had entered
composed the Cape Ann fleet in 1698; now his domicile with a view to my recapture,
it has nearly five hundred sail, of almost
Johnson would have shown himself like
twenty-eight thousand tons, and Glouces- him of the “stalwart band.”
ter is the largestfishing port

AND WHOLESALE

joiner’a

work.

18-:

in the land.

manned by men of every dime.
of young men, mainly from the

Its fleet is

A

Mr.

Attomyi.

H

i. o. of o. r.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndepondentOrde
of Odd Fellows, holds It* regular meetings at Odi
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tuesday Evenim
of eadh week
Visiting brothers arecordially invited.
Will. H. Rooibs, N. ».
M. Harbinoton, K. 6.

m. p.m.

• Mixed trains.

iudiwM

bright-eyed,' rosy,

Magazine(late Seribner%s)\

4 06

9

a

noble hospitalityand manly characterof
From “Around Cape Ann", by Hiram Nathan Johnson— black man though be
Rich, in the first number of The Century was— he, far more than I, illustrated the

m.

•10 46

15

1881.

30,

thoroughly healthy, perfectly

promptlycured by Browu'g so pleased was he with

Glouceiter Sailors.

Holland.
a.

to Gain

reading that charming poem myself,
REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
13 dealer in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market
I )

. ALLEGAN BRANCH.
Vla Gr»nd Haven Railroad.
From Holland
From Allegan to
a.

etc.,

Iron Bitters.

4 10

1 10
p. m.

How

5ft

Watohsi and Javalry.
19 10

hank by

name— the one by which I have been
known for three and forty years— FredDyspeptic symptoms, such ns retasting erick Douglass. Mr. Johnson had just
of the food, belching, heal in the stomach, been reading “The Lady of the Lake", and

Tobuccs and Cigars.

X

in person,

to the

laughing,joyous, happy-faced girl, one

I

Council adjourned.

GEO. H. SIPP, Citu Clerk.

p.m.

10 25

premises.

Whiskiesthan any other

Holland.
•6 45

a

than

known

daal and Kuite. Nays, None.

0

0

check is then

Nothing is more charming and attractive

as to the

:

Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Tv Iron and Wood combinationPumps. CorlOth and Rivet streets.

Michigan.

way

Physjcian’s Advice

The City Marshal reported having collectedthe
following sidewalk moneys and presented receipt for the first time the
of the Treasurer:

1

Muskegon.

finds its devious

formed woman;

PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
By Aid. Landaal,
Go and see the large new stock of Retoked, That the City Clerk ho and hereby Is
a.m. p. m. p.m.
a. m. p. m. p.m.
elegant,
and unique new styles of Fall directed to report to the Supervisor a description
On Sunday morning the Night Expressleaves
of such lots and premises, as are contained in the
Notary Publics.
Holland :4U and arrivesin Grand Rapids 3:10 a. m.
Dress Goods, Tiimmings, and the most special assessmentroll of Eighth Sireet Special
AssessmentDistrict,with the amount of assessMUSKEGON BRANCH.
oTEGKNGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and beautifulskirts for ladies, ever laid on the ment
levied npon each and the name of the owner
(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at »hort
or occupant against whom the assessmentwas
notice. Office at his residence New Holland, counters in this city, at
From Holland
From Muskegon
made,
and require said Supervisor to levy the sev9-ly
to Holland.
D. BERTSCH.
eral sums »o assessed,as a tax upon the several
lots and premises to which they were assessed
a. m. p. m. a. m.
p. m. p.m. p. m.
Physicians.
t5 30 8 25 10 40 ....Holland. ... 4 06 1 35 t9 40
A large stock of Hosiery, of Superior respectively.—Adopted.
By Aid. Landaal—
6 00
11 15
3 35
1 )EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon,has mad
make and the latest styles;also, nn end- lietolvtd,That the special assessmentroll num1_> me
the oisease
diseaseoi
of me
the Eye,
nye, tar
Ear and
and Throat
i Uniat
bered ten, for the repair of sidewalks, be taken
less variety of Woolen Yarns, at
11 20 ____ BnshklU .... 3 30
special
''~ hours uigthi and day, on lb
cial study. Office
from the table.— Adopted.
cor. of Eighth and River sis., Holland, Mich. 6-1
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
By Aid. Bcach11 25
3 25
OCHOUTEN, F. J., Physicianand Accoucher
Rttolvtd,That the special assessmentroll num6 85 4 15 11 45 ..Grand Haven.. 3 05 12 40 8 40
Office at Dr. Schouten’sdrug store, Eight!
bered ten, for the repair of saidwalks, as reported
AflolpliH.Manner.
street.
4u ly.
by the Board of Assessors be and the same Is here6 50 4 20 11 50 ...Ferrysburg... 3 00 12 85 8 35
by confirmed.— Adopted, all the Aid. presentvot\ I ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon ;
ing therefore.
. Allegancounty,
7 20 4 50 12 30 ... Muskegon... 2 25 12 00 8 00 »yl office ut GruafrchapVillage,
The Clerk was Instructed to report said roll to
Mich. Office hours from 10 to i2 a.
26-ly.
.m. p. m. p. m.
p. m. noon p. m.
the Supervisorto be levied as a tax upon the
no 8 45

Ilia

Health,
Harrisburg, Pa., March

Landoal, Kultc and the Clerk.

different K. Ranters .............................. $39 90
J. Kiekintveld ............................
597

D. BERTSCH.

it

A

at the store of

the vessel

do, but which

Council.

VAN FUTTEN & SONS.

seen. Call

to

other— perhaps not cleaner— hands.

Holland, Mich., Nov. 2, 1881.
The Common Council met In regular session
and was called to order by the Mayor.
Aldermen present: Beukema, Kramer, Winter,

as follows

PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors are
of IHuyytr MiUt; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
IJAUELS,

i

done.

on

labor

handed him, and he presents it
or

Wm.Joslln ..............................
4 25
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
Wm. Verbeek ..........................1 19
and twine; 8th street.
Il.Cropley ..............................
4 48
G. J. Haverkate ..........................
2 iu
As
the
patterns
and
styles
of
Dress
Eanufactorlt*.Bill:,Shop:, Etc.
—Accepted and ordered charged to the Treasurer.
Goods change, so does the Novelties, The Board of Assessors reported a specialasses*II EaLD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
ment roll lor Eighth street Special AssessmentDisLi. Agricultural Implements ; commission agent Winter Goods, Flannels, Hosiery, etc., etc. trict.— Confirmed by a two third vote of all the
for Mowing Machines' cor. lUth«S River street.
They will he admired the moment they Aldermen elect concurlng therein by yeas and nays

G.

then deducted

his part Is

and any charge for

sell

finest and loveliest assortmentof

him. From

owner, the other

the

charges for wood-sawing and splitting, for

34-tf

The

the

Widows' and Orphans’ Fund; one half the

A petition was presented from. R. K. Werkman
and thirty-oneothers asking that eight lamps be
placed
on the differentcornersof the principal
cheaper than any house in Chicago or
streets and that the same shall be lightedevery
Grand Haplds, call at the store of
evening as soon as It becomes dark, providing
there Is no moonlight.— Referred to Committee
D. BERTSCH.
on Streets and Bridges.
Aid. Beach appeared and took his scat
Shiloh's Consumption Cure.
The following bills were presented for payment:
This is beyond questionthe most successful Woodruff <fc Nyson repairing sidewalks....$ 1 25
Cough Medicinewe have ever sold, a few doses Beeuwkcs, lamp ........................1 uo
Invariably cure the worst cases of Cough, Croup, M. De Fey ter, sal. street cora'sr 2nd quarter 75 00
and Bronchitis, while il’i wonderfulsuccess In the D. K. Meengs sal. as treasurer .......... 68 On
cure of Consumption Is without a parallel In the Wm. Van Patten sal. City Physician ........ 50 00
historyof medicine. Since It's first discoveryit Geo. H. Sipp, sal as clerk ................. 27 00
has been sold 6n a guarantee, a U«t which no other P. Koning, sal. marshal ....................25 00
medicine can stand. If you have a Cough we P. H. McBride,sal. as attorney ............6 25
earnestly ask yon to try It. Price 10 cts, BOcts. and
$1. If your Lungs are sore, Chest, or Back Lame, —Allowed and warrantsordered Issued on the
Treasurerfor the amount.
use Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R.
Meengs.
IIBPORTH Of STANDING COMMITTEES.
The Com. on Poor reported presenting the seraimonthly report of the Director of the Poor and
Answer this Questi n.
Why do so many people we see around ns, seem said committee,recommending *30.80for the support of the poor, for the 2 weeks ending Nov.
to preferto suffer and be made miserable by Indi16, 1881.— Approved and warrants ordered Issued
gestion. Constipation,
Dizziness, Loss of Appeon the City Treasurer for the amounts.
tite, Coming up of the Food, Yellow Skin, when
The Com. on Fire Department asking that the
for 75 cts., we will sell them Shiloh's Vltallzer,
guaranteed to cure them. Sold by I). R. Meengs. petition of the Chief be laid upon the table and
recommended the purchase of six lanterns for Engine Co. No., 1 also two books lo keep the records
Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy.
of the Company.— Recommendations granted and
A marvelous cure for Catarrh, Diphtheria, Can- the Chief directed to procure the lanterns and
ker mouth, and Head Ache. With each bottle books.
there is an ingeniousnasal Injector for the more
The Street Commissioner reported for the
successful treatment ol these complaintswithout
month of October,1881.— Filed.
extra charge. Price 50 cts. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

Hats, for

reckoned by

That even his hopes became a part
And parcel of earth’sheritage.

know

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

of the fish is

the vessel-owneror bis clerk; then is de-

water, medicinechest, condensedmilk,

furniture.

EYEK,

couu ting-ioom for his check.

The whole value

[official.1

It is important to travelers to
H. & CO., Dealers in all kinds of FuratI uiture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, that special inducements are ofl'eredby
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
the Burlingtonroute. It will pay you to
General Dealeri.
read their advertisement to be found else-

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,

up to the

So high, of such heroic rage,

Additional ^ofai.

\ f

sail, often to

whom?

see the flag “half-mast"— for

A man not perfect-hut of heart

tt

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

shore.

EPITAPH.

ft

1

harborward on every coming
to

to

“

V

cheapest lots.

Alas! that the wailing wife can also look

ducted cost of ice and bait bought; then,

@
40
.............

yAN

on the heights lie the

for

And thou remember,— though relief
Come not till thine own day grow dim,—
That never, In this world of grief.
Has motal man been mourned like him.

..........

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

507.

cottage commanding the finest sea view,

O broken-hearted, widowed one,
Forgive us If we press to near:
Dead Is our husband, father, son—
For we are all one family here.

3rain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white $1 bushel ............

NO.

Here are no labor strikes. The sailor
And as the awful hour drew nigh,
brings In a fare of fish, perhaps all be has
What breathless watching, night and day!
What tears 1 what prayers! Great God on high— caught, by themselves;they are weighed
Have wo forgotten how to pray I
off, the vessel is put to rights,and he goes

Sentlit.

%1.50 per year if paul in advance; %L75 if
pi EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand
paid at three month*, and %2.00 if
UT office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the
First Reformed Church.
paid at six months.

WHOLE

1881.

AT THE PRESIDENT’S GRAVE.

Paffeet-j.

Barfein.

PUBLI8HBD EVERY SATURDAY AT

5,

tide

Mr. Walter F. Adams, of Westbore,
Mass., writes: "For years I suffered the

LIQUOR DEALERS, Many

Provinces, sets steadily toward tbia port. horrors

No. 114 Canal Street,

Grand Rapids,

-

of

Michigan.

of dyspepsiaand

indigestion.

have the characteristic recklesness They seemed to weaken every organ of
the sailor,and earnings of weeks are life, and completelyah altered my nervous

spent between sunset and sunrise. There system. At night

when 1 lay down I felt
among them no sailor cut of clothes, I could uot live until morning. HeartThe finest Whiskies in the World. and ashore they follow the prevailing burn pained me moat terribly. 1 tried
fashions,down to lager beer. All haunts Brown’s Iron Bitters;it suited my case
“Keatncky Pride” band made aour-masb.“Kentucky Club;*1 “Bakers' Pure Hand-madeBoor are preparedfor Jack, and be ia prepared precisely, and now my stomach digests
Mash Bourbon." iTbe best in the Stats.) “Jack- for all haunts. As in all other callings, any kind of food, and my sallow '"comson Hour Mash.” The finest in the Land. “Honerdew Bourbon."“J. R. Clay-*’ ‘*8- 8. MIHeFa thrift follow* prudence and industry, plexion and other symptoms of ill health
is

Rye." The Limestone Creek Soar Mash, and
flneat

the

line of Importedand Domeatlc Winea.
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though be seems to Reopen
and chances of luck.

to the

You

changes are

will see his

all gone,
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at night I enjoy

freshing,dreamless

sUmber.”

most

re-

'ir

The PennsylvaAia Railroad Company,
fellow, who

|ol!at|il

fits

jumped into the

river while the
crowd were followingBoy ton to hi* hotel, and,
after swimmingfor a time, was drowned.

$

which has been

Chief Justice Hunter, of Utah, baa
decided that no naturalizationpapers have
ever been issued to CongressionalDelegate

HOLLAND OITTJICeHIQAN.^

George Q. Cannon in that Territory, and that
he is not a citizen of the United Slates....
A committeeof the NationalAssociation of
Underwriters,after studjingthe deficienciesof
the Bt. Louis fire department, has given notice
that ratee of insurance will he advanced....
At the Vulcan steel works. Bt, Louis, the fall
of an elevator crushed James McGrail to a jelIv, fractured Pat Dailey’s skull, and broke three
fibs for James Marrion. An hour previously
Hugh Hogan was roasted with molten metAl

WEEKLf HEWS REVIEW.
the east.
Durixo the
bon*

In

burning of a tenement
Now York a man named Parkewon,

living in the top btory with

hw

wife and two

children, dropped them out of the window an
the only meann of eacape, and in de«ceudmg
that wav himself struck the wall of the next
house and fractured the skull of the youngest
child and sustained severe injuries himself.

Kichmond terminated her centennial
celebration in fine style. There

was a grand
two hours to pass a
given point, and which was witnessed by an

procession, which took

Spontaneous combustion fired the

immense gathering of citizens with 20,000 visitors. At the close ths British flag was run up
over the Capitol building and saluted.
. .Thos.
J. Cox and J. W. Crawford, who are described

|

ton street, Brooklyn, causing damage to the
*250, 000. EngineerLynch was
bsdiv burned, and a firemannamed McShaue
was injured by a fall through a hatchway.

amount of

.

uwose

in a

the press dispatches as “ highly-respect&ble
citizens,"had an altercation at Montgomery,
Ala. Cox was seriously cut and Crawford dangerously wounded. Hogan, a bystander,was

Philadelphia hotel to find a

sword and held his prisoner until the arrival of
the police. The fellow proved to be William
Marston, a noted criminal, and ho was promptlv indicted, convicted and sentenced to
serve three years in the penitentiary....
Ezra P. Cook and his wife, a very old couple,
were found dead in their home near Bellows
Falls. Vt. It is supposed that Mrs. Cook, who
was of unsound mind, administeredpoison to
her husband and then committed' suicideby
striking herself with some deadly weapon.
The last of the seven huge piers for
“ the bridge between Albany and

Greenbushbaa

been finished.The structure

to cost *650,-

is

subpoenaed as

Nine Governors attended the cotton

watch and money. The General seized his

within the past three days.

Allen Johnson (colored) was hanged
at

Charlotte, N. C., for the

blind negro named

Crump

murder of an

419; Democratic, 287,645; Prohibition,10,000;

Baltimore without opposition,and the
other nominees of the regular Democracy were
elected bv overwhelmingmajoritiesover the
“ Anti-Ring" candidates,who only polled an
averageof 5,000 votes.

Judge Foloer
cases

The extensive brewery of Mayer k

Mechanics’ National Bank, of
Newark, N. J.f which was regarded as the
strongestin that city, has suspended.At a

one

New York

Court

is said

to have

was

shot, a plan of

civil-servicereform for the Treasury Department. Ttiis plan, which met with the approval

of

of the late President,proposed to allot to each

a number of appointments , the pEdgefield Court House, 8. C., has been almost poiutment of a committee of three in each
wholly wiped out by an incendiary conflagration, fetate before who.ncandiaates
for the places
which raged all day. Only three stores are left should be examined at least
r, 1
to mark the sito of the town. The flames broke
examination to be so conducted as to tost the
State

onre

liabilitiesare estimated as high as *400,000,

and their creditors are chiefly merchants of San
Francisco, Chicago and New York. Lord is
Postmasterat Tucson, and conducts the United
States depository for the Territory..... The
Mississippi River Improvement Convention met
at St Louis on tho 26th ult. About 500 delegates were in attendance. Mr. McEnnis, President of the St Louis Board of Trade, delivered the addrecs of welcome and bespoke
liberal appropriations and extensiveimprovements in the great water highway.

Four cow-boys, Ike and Billy Clanton
and Frank and Tom McLowery had been

;

that his client-elect
is really insane, and ascribes
a cause for his insanity..... The President, it is
said, will fulfill the design of tho late President
Garfield by taking steps to stamp out tho crime
of polygamy iu Utah.
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other artificial atones suffinently limpid
off and beautiful to puzz o the connoisseur
and It was once the popular impressionthat
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water, leaving paste, glass and
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place ot Wilson,suspended, in accordance
‘mouut °r
..
.......... r, , ,
Madthe programme arranged by the last Senatorial 600,000. There « a pretty general udlspoa- this very creed that
'^>1“'
1
tion to believe that Nugent A Co. receivedany- ame Grand
to
1 ta.i very
caucus.
thing like this amount, and tho belief gain.,
n ajj-ord to wear artificialstones ; no

The

Judge

i

e ^

knave.

The caucus strength of the Republicansis estimated at 150 votes, with 76 necessary to secure
a nomination. Ex-CongressmanRainey, colored, of South Carolina,and McPherson, of
Pennsylvania, are candidates for tho Clerk-

New York. He

specula-

say.

money in stock
U1 lUro attach suspicion to jewtiou. The usual number of persons who knew , onL„\\om
common where laall about tho conditionof affairs a month ago ! els. Instances are
, tion
have turned up. Baldwin says ho has been a dies of family, often for the liquidation
fool, but not a
()f some private debt, have sold their
that Baldwin lost the

inent members are already engaging quarters*

j

Dame

'

canvas for the Speakership

of the House will commence soon, as prom-

served
eight years in the State Senate, was Sub-Treasurer of Now York, and now holds the position
of Chief Justice of the Court of Appeals .....
Lieut. FrederickCollins, one of the most accomplishedofficers of the navy, died of typhoid
fever at Washington.

paradingthe town of Tombstone, Arizona,for

Ontario comity,

,

The President has appointed Clifford I Fukiheb investigation into tho affairs
Rtmtham Po.toia.terat Lynchburg,Ya„ in ! •* tb. Mechanics' National Bank of Newark purest

Charles J. Foloer, tbc new Secre-

of

it

Judah P. Benjamin. Loudon capitalistshave roM'r BjujRmm to rwover the money iu
ImitationDiamonds.
i D!lvIlieili 0r Confederate bonds, which accounts
! ^
h^Tho ’ artieh- aU It ‘‘
Professor Hannay’s imitation dift •
, ann0linced ‘thftl Solicitor Raynor will endeavor ; monds are only one of the many kinds,
^ juv0 the dej>osit turned over the United , x aDeak of them because they are prob.v
j gtates.. . .Another search vessel, the
{ the highest grade, bttt there are

widows and cluldrcn should have a preference.

tary of the Treasury,was lorn in Massachusetts in 1818. His first office was that of

!.

!

those »£

j

son, Arizona, have made an assignment Their

1

light, but

stood highest on the list, according as vaenn- | c<flunJder Wndleigh reports that the ice
cies to which the bta o of the applicantswaj i tho coaht of Grc.enlandburt been heavier
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Secretary Windom

conferenceof the directors the cashier. O. L.
Baldwin, stated that it would be useless to
proceed with business. An offer by those out just before daybreak iu the liven- stable of
nrcseuftosubscribe *500,000 watj met by the the Tillman Hotel. The loss is estimated at
over *100,000, which is distributedamong
statement that *2,000,000would not suffice.
tbirtv-five persons. Senator M. C. Butler lost
It appearingthat Baldwin had made way with
his law library.Edgefield is about sixty miles
everything bnt a heavy safe, a director caused
from Columbia, iu the midst of cotton plantahis 'arrest by the United States Marshal.
tions, and had a populationof about 1,000.
While confined in his residence the cashier was waited npon by Commissioner
A party of officers and a posse of sixKeasby, and admitted to bail in *25,000. Ho teen well-armedmen made a raid on a house
then stated that in 1873 he began to make
loans to C. Nugent & Co., morocco manufact- near Adairsville, Ky., to capture the James
brothers, but found they had fled — Jeff
urers, without security or the knowledge of the
Davids, a negro, 70 years of age, living near
directors,raid soon round himself in the jiower
of the firm, who promised to restore all ad- Abbeville, 8. C., was five years ago convicted of
vances and protect him. The loans steadily in- murdering his former master. Five times has
creased to *2,000,000, the void being placed the prisoner been placed on the scaffold for
in the accounts of the Mechanics' Bank, of
execution, and as many times respited through
New York. Baldwin claims to bave.lost noth- distrust of the circumstantialtestimony. A
ing by speculation.Under the justice adminsecond trial closed with his being set at liberty.
istered in New Jersey, the accommodating
WASHINGTON*
cashier will doubtless end his days in prison.
The bank has a building worth *50,000. Joseph
Ln the case of Guitean, the assassin,
A. Halsey was President of the institution,
which has been established for fifty years, and the District Attorney at Washingtonsaid, in
has of late paid 7-per-centsemi-annual diviopposing postponement, that the punishment
dends. On charge of aiding in the wreck of
the bank, ChristopherNugent has been arrest- of the murderer was of more importancethan
the attempt to prove his insanity.Judge Cox
ed, and gave *25,000 bail.
postponed the trial to Nov. 14. because no had
WEST.
appointed counsel “by order of the court,"
Lord & Williams, who for years have and it was fair to give him Uwo to preparethe
ninal law
done in
bneinee. .t Tuc

—

now ponding before

the week before the latter

Alexander C. Yell,

his

proposed to PresidentGarfield at Long Branch,

the leading spirits of .Arkansas, died
at his home in Benton county .....

1

The

not enter on

of Appeals are disposedof.

messenger at Burnside.Ky.. is charged with
' rilling registered letters valued at over *100,-

Bachman, at Clifton, Staten Island, was de- I 000.
stroyed bv fire. 'Jhe loss is estimated at
Col.
*500,000. and hundreds of employes are idle.

will

duties as Sccretan' of the Treasury until the

—

construction.

cost in

Greenback, 7,100; total, 620,164 ..... Ex-Senator PinckneyWhyte was elected Mayor of

old

in January of last

000, will be about one-third of a mile in
year. The murder was committed in order
length, and has a draw of 400 feet. It will be
to get possession of a littlemoney which Crump
used by the West Shore railway, now ki process ! was known to possess
Robert Rich, a mail
of

is considered
weighs heavy as lead on his
brain till he can transfer it to paper.
will have none of it, and declarethat no other
His despair was heart-rending. At lust
priest than Father Conway can ofliciato in their
a happy thought struck Frau Strauss.
church. Additional troops are being sent to
She held out q snowy linen cuff, and
Ireland, and a living column is held in readiness
to proceed to Westmeath or Roscommon. A Johann smiled. In two minutes it was
Dublin butcher named Duff, who killed a po- MS. Then its mate shared the same
liceman iu a riot on the 15th of September, has fate, then Frau Strauss’ collar,then not
been sentenced to death. Two persons were another scrap of starched linen on which
fatally shot and twenty uersuns were
wounded in a riot at Belnmllet,Mayo. A to conclude the composition.His own
renewal of the disturbancesis leared, and linen was limb colored calico— no hope
reinforccmcntt* have been sont forward. The; there. Johann became frantic. He was
Land Court made their first decision under the much the worse for having been allowed
new act on the 1st ind. It was m lavur of a
to write three-quarter of the waltz. He
reduction ol rout for the next rtltecnyears.
Sexton lies been released frdtn prison on ac- was on the point of dashing home like a
count of ill-health ____ Heavy snow-storms are madman when another happy thought
reportedthroughout England, two feet having struck Frau Strauss. She plunged her
fallen in some of the midland comities.
hand into a capaciouspocket, fished out
Large purchases of Con federate bonds ! ft purse, opened it and displayed, to his
are being made in Philadelphiafor English delighted gaze, a bran new hundred
customers. Tbo Treasury Department has in- gulden note. Hurrah ! The entire finale
formationthat interest on the fund iu the Bank was written on the bank-note,and then
of England lo the credit of the Confederate Johann Strauss relapsed into his ustia
Slates is annually collected by Jeff Davis and placidity.

Ohio at the October election: Republican,315,-

Govs. Bigelow, of

Connecticut,and Colquitt,of Georgia.....
There is no abatement in the demand for Confederatebonds. A Richmond bank has purchased nearly *5,000,000 of the coupon variety
at *3 to *5 per *1,000. No less than £10,000,000 of this trash changed hands in London

i

witness in the trial of

POLITICAL.
Following is the full vote

a patch inside the inclosure and suits of clothes
for

a

Johann Strauss’ music

suspendedby his Bishop because of bis too
Guitcau, ardent Laud-Leagueism, but bis parishioners

to testify that ho examined him three years
ago. and found him sufferingfrom softening
of the brain.

exposition at Atlanta. Cotton was picked from

manufactured before dark

_

Dr. Rice, of Merton, Wis., has been

shot in the leg.

burglar standing beside a table containinghis

Printer Defrees, urging the appointment of a

vounger and more active man.... It is said
presidentArthur has offered the positionof
Secretary of the Interior to James A. Williamson. of Iowa, formerly CommissionerGeneral
of the Land Ollicc....The Now York IhraUI
publishes an interview with Secretary Blaine
relative to the new Cabinet. Ho says it will bo
Apaches have appeared on Mexican “Grant from top to bottom after Jan. 1.”
soil, where they killed a family near Magda- Blaine will retire in December.
One of the largest gold-bearing min- Carroll City, Iowa.
lena. Gen. Otero sent out a force of troops
to co-operate with the Americans.
eral discoveries was recently made in Summit How Johann Strauss Writes his Waltzes.
Joseph Campbell, at Bluffton, Ind., district,Colorado, by Judge Thos. M. Bowen,
Strauss and his wife were enjoying a
and Miss Louisa Kelsey, at Celiua, Ohio, were uf Del Norte, Col. It is pronouncedthe most quiet walk in the park at Schonau remarried by telegraph, there being a minister remarkable and valuable gold mine being cently, when suddenly the composer exworked in the United States. Assays are now
and a wedding party at each end of the wire.
running over *20,000 in gold per ton. Bowen claimed : “My dear, I have a waltz in
..... Valentino Ycske, a Cincinnati butcher,
made a murderous assault on his wife was recently offered *3,000,000 cash by Eastern my head ; quick, give mo the inside of a
with a knife, gastiing her throat in a ! capitalists fora half interest in the property, letter or an envelope to write it down,
which he refused ____ It U estimated that the before I forget it.” Alas ! after much
fearful manner. Ho then drew the knife
recent overflowof the Miaswuippi ban caused
across his own throat, inflicting what is bedamages between Keokuk, Iowa, and Louisiana, rummaging of pockets it was discovered
lieved to bo a fatal wound. His wife will
that neither of them had a letter about
Mo., amounting to *2,930,000.
probably recover. Ycske had been drinking
Father Conway, a Sligo priest, was them— not even a tradesman’s account.
for several days.

in

Gen. Boulanger,one of the French
visitors,

of Pennsylvania,at Bordeaux ; Jesse H.
Moore, of Illinois, at Callao ; CharlesKahlo, of
Indiana,at Sydney ; J. A Leonard, of Minnesota, at Leith, John 8. Bobesou, of Tennessee, at Tripoli ; Volney W. Smith,
of Arkansas, at St. Thomas ; William
P. Pierce, of Georgia, at Cienfuegos;
Collectorsof Customs— John A Tibbits, District of New London, Ct.; Charles T. Osborn,
District of Superior, Mich. SurveyorsGeneral
—Jacques A Gla, of Louisiana ; John 8. Harris, of Montana. Register of Wills, District of
Columbia— Hiram J. K&msdelL Postmasters—
John M. Patton, at Villisca, Iowa ; Mrs. Jane
Baldwin, at Council Bluffs ; E. B. Hastings,at

veil,

The Presidenthas received a number
of protestsagainst the retention of Public

ger rates between Chicago and the seaboard,
now resortsto a different sort of warfare, one
in which increased speed will be the weapon of
offense. The Pennsylvania announces a new
arrangement,to be known as the “ limited express train," to consist wholly of Pnllman palace cars, which will make the run from Chicago
to New York in twenty-sixhours’ actual running time. A slightlyincreasedrate of fare
will bo charged.

THE SOUTH.

dry-goods house of Weschler Abraham, in Ful-

additional news.

j

fighting Vanderbilton passen-

Several colored

men

of Sharkey

in

sets of real diamonds and

(

worn

for

county, Mips., on their way to attend a fusion years their counterparty

,;

while owners of very rich “ parures,
especially actresses, ami other peopleueship.
FOREIGN.
customed to travel, are in the habit of
The Czar of Russia and the Emperor
A decision made by Attorney Gener- storing them away in some place <1
of Austria intended to have an interview at
keeping, and having mode for common
al MacVcagb, of importance to those interestuse a similar set in paste ; and jewelers
Krzesnovice,an Austrian town, a short dised in mines, is that the President has no legal
tance from Crawco.butthe interview did not take
state that it ft nothing extraordinaryfor
place, owing to the fact the Czar was informed right to include in reservations of land for Gov- them to alter diamond ornament* into
ernmentalpurposes mines which have been
that the Nihilists were aware of the time and
the prevailingfashion by mixing them
place of the interview.Both monarch! are located in accordance with leirnl forms.
plentifully with imitation stone. In the
greatly puzzled as to how the Nihilists l>ocamo acquaintedwith their intentions....
EXTRA SENATORIAL SESSION.
Middle Ages there was a law again ht
The London SportingLife says that the horses
putting false stones in real settings or
that Fox hall defeated for. the Cesarewitchand
Mr. Ransom offered a resolution on Oct 26, real atones in false settings.
Cambridgeshirestakes are fur superior to
continuing the inquiry into tho condition of
those defeated by Rosebery in 1876. the only
When rubber plates and rings arc used
previous occasion that the same horse iu the the Potomac, which was adopted. Mr. Sher- for making connections between steam
same year securedboth stakes.
man called up the resolutionfor an investiga- and other nipes, leaking of joints may
tion of the diBhurstment or me contingent
The victories of Foxhnll on the En- fund of the Treasury Department mod- be prevented by using a cement prepared
glish turf caused the shipment of a stallion ified so as to give the committee leave by dissolving shellac in ammonia. The
Dora, and
papers,
ana | ’ lverjzed mim shellac is soaked in ten
and thirty brood mares to New Mexico from to send for pen-ons and on
meeting, were fired on from ambush, Perry
Thompson being killled and two others dangerously wounded.

j

.“!
will

Liverpool. One of tho British sportsmen interested in the ventrre has hid a wager that af
Derby
Derby winner
winner will be bred iu the Southwest

as* =-

,

1 ti— i* wight of strong ammonia, when
Seaton,of New York, to be Superintendent of a slimy mass is obtameu, wlncli in three

tbc Ccusns

es

i

FrederickKucfler to be I'cmion or [our weekg will become liquid without

aarft

satw

«

i

«---«»

jm-sK

vigor. Several arrests were made, including! Jen; Baldwin to bo Poatmiatiessat Council
tie President of the Kilkenny Land League, IMn #fs
wood, and becomes by volatization ol
United States army, reports tho expenditures
O’Neil, the Secretary
the Cork ' A resolutionfor the payment of extra com- the ammonia hard and impermeable
in his department during the last fiscal year to
League, and Stack, a- Tralee Fenian.... penBationto employee was adopted on tie 2 oh i p,;l8Cgor fluids.
The Russian Government has become conhave been *1,637,593. He recommends an inulL A communication was received trom Guv.
—
crease in the appropriationfor arming and cerned over the emigration of Jewish citizens
to the United States, and will endeavor to set- Colquitt, tenderingan invitation to the Cotton
THE MARKETS.
equippingthe militia.He says the efficiencyof
when
fight commenced. About thirty tho army requires the peremptory retirement of tle them in two agriculturalprovinces.... A Expositionat AlUutn. Tbc I’n suicnf « nt in
shots were tired rapidly. Both tho McNEW YORK.
Mormon elder lias been imprisoned at Ham- the nominationsof Churlu*J. Foiger for Secreoflicers when they reach the age of 62.
Lowery boys were killed and Bill Clanburg for Irving to make proselytes — Tho tary of the Treasury. Thoiuun L. Juiuk Beeves ............................2S (SJ2 25
Gen. Drum, iu his annual report to Emperor and Empress of Brazil will soon re- to’ be PostmuBter 'General, end Frank Hooh ...............................
5 75 «* 0 <0
ton mortally wounded, dying soon afb r. Ike
............................
Clanton and Wyatt * were wounded ..... the General of the Army, says the losses of tho visit Europe.
Hatton to
First A^is'.ant I'md- Cotton
FlOuh— Superfine.................* '•» (A 5 60
The six-story glucose factory at Peoria, III.,
imiater uer.eiai.
General, an
allot
d. , wheat-No. ‘i Spring .............i 38 (d <1
oi which were confirm,
........ ...
army during the year were : Deaths. 248 ; disThe result of the Gorman elections is rauaier
owned by the Hkmhus, of Buffalo, was swept
John L. Beveridge\un named aa Sub Irea-nrer
^0< 2 Red .................
(d 1 Bu
charges, 6,564 ; desertions, 2.361 : total, 9.173.
a rebuke to Bismarck and the Conservative- at Chicago,and John S. Hama, of Louiuiui
away by a fire which broke out in the mealCorn— Ungraded ...................
'J
Number of recruits assigned. 3,805 ; number
drying room. There were 1,500 barrels of proOats— Mixed Western .............« <2> **
of soldiers re-enlisted,1.964; total, 5,769. Clerical coalition.The Governmentlost many for Surveyor General of Montana, c barlon v». Pork— Mom ........................
(nl8 '
duct in the building. Only a two-iuch stream
This shows an increase of 1,260 discharges,18 seats to the various factionsof tho Liberal Beaton,of New York, wan confirmeda* Sn\ crof water could be turned upon the flames. Tho
inteadeut
of
Censin'.
Seven
hoiira
were
-.puit
CHICAGO.
deaths and 318 desertions. The General ; party. The Progressistsgain more largely
employes numbered 250. The loss is *500,000,
recommendsa change in the method of pro- ( than nnv other faction, though tho Socialists iu delate over the nonmiation of StrathHin to Beeves— Choice Graded Kteern ..... 6 25 (a 7 00
ami insurance*275,000.
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 4" a 4 IW
motion to the rank of field ofticer below the | developed unexpected strem-th in many con- be Pontniasterat Lynchburg, V.u, without
(it. 6 4(1
Medium to Fair ..........<
The September fires in Huron and rank
Btrtuoucies.Bismarck's mn. William, wan de- i act on.
Colon* 1, and this end, he
(> IK)
The Senate, immediately after going into ex- Hons ........... ......... ••••• ..... t -- id 8 25
feated
for
re-election
atMulhauscn
by
tho
LibthinliH.
can
only
attained
by
Sanilac counties Michigan, burned out 2,053
Flour— Fancy White Winter Er . , -3
(ir.
f> 73
eral candidate, who polled 5.000 more ecutive session on the 28th ult., resumed the
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 0 00
familie.-, comprising 9,591 individuaK and i ^“comiLion in^a
reglmmit.
!,! 1.35
votes. It is thought that tho Oppo- contest over tho nomination of Clifford I Wheat— Na 2 Spring
.........1
their loss
lose of property is
is osUmited at
hi8
1 21
No. 3 Spring...?..........12''
sition may prove strong enough to
081. Tho losses on churchoB,schools, manuf>3
borther-in-law ht pleading insanity m his behalf.
make necessary another dissolution.... fit rat ham as Postmaster at Lynchburg,U. i Cobj,_no.2....................... «2 104
id 45
facturing establishments, etc., are estimated Ho insists that the Almighty inspired him to The Ladies’ Leagues are to Ik: suppressed111 Hill, of Georgia, spoke iu opposition to con- Oats— No. 2 .......................
1 n4
at *320,000. Tho aid received iu money and in
Rye-No. 2 ........................
Ireland. A parcel containing nine pounds of lirmation two hours. The debate was then
kill President Garfield.
id. 1 Ct)
Barley— No. 2 .................. 1
goods aggregates*1,005,632.
dynamite
was
found
iu an Irish railway car. continued by Morgan, Morrill,Hoar, Sherman Butter— Choice Creamery ........ 30 id 36
Gol. George Cowie, Chief of the
22
The Governmenthas offereda reward of £300 and others at great length. Tho speecheswere Eons— Fresh ....................... 21
The steamer Jennie Gilchrist,a sternFifth Auditor’soffice iu the Treasury Depart- for the arrest of the murderer of Maloney. At intersiR'rsedwith a number of roll-calls on mowheel packet, left for LeClaire, fifteenmiles
ment, was requested to resign for passingan Carrick-on-Shannon an armed band entered tions to adjourn, and other dilatory proMILWAUKEE.
above Davenport,Iowa, with twenty-eightperthe houses of the tenantry and threatened the ceedings, and were also diversified by
illegal claim for *2, 000.... John Walling, a
1
|
a spirited colloquy between Logan and voor- Wheat— No. 1 .....................
sons on board. She in had tow t^o barges lunatic from Colesville,Pa., who was once ar- rent-payers with death.
hoes as to which of the two had heretofore
heavily loaded with freight, and was si rug^
rested in Washington and sent home, reapReturns from the country districtsof shown himself the better friend of the Union Corn— No. 2 .............. . ........
gUng ’ hard against tho cunent. When
Oath -No. 2 ......................
^
peared at the White House, fully armed, with Germany confirmprevious impressionsas to tho
soldier.Tho session closed at 2:50 in the
about sixty rods above the draw tho intention of killing President Arthur and
of the Government bridge, at Dav- seating Dr. John Noeblingm the executive result of the late election.The Conservative- morning, without any decided action being Barley-No.2 .................... ’34 (A *35
16
(416 .5
enport, for some reason unknown, chair. It required several men to take a re- Clerical combination has been defeated, Bis- taken ou the nomination. Most of the time Pork— Mess .......................
Lard ..............................lbV(4
after midnight was taken up calling the roll on
her engine refused to work. The boat immevolver from the madman, when he became as
marck has been rebuked, and Liberal ideas and
BT. LOUIS.
diately swung around and drifted belpleselv
meek as a lamb, and was sent to tho Govern- principleshave achieved a ‘triumphas re- variousdilatory motionH,
Wheat— No. 2 Red .................1 44 @ * 4a
against the bridge, was careened, filled with
On tho opening of the Senate, on Saturday, Corn — Mixed.
................. 68
('5
ment Asylum. He had lieen living
quietly
at
markable
tho
••
-----aimt sautsiuus it was unexpected. All
----44 (4 45
water, and the lights extinguished. Tho terOath— No. 2 ................
tho capital,and it is strange that he bad not | members of the Center and advanced
Oct 29, Mr. Hill, of Georgia,offered a
„„
1 04 <4 1 05
rible screams of tho passengers attracted the
attacked tho President on one of his daily ' Liberal party of the last Reichstag who pre- ton that appointments to Federaloflicos ought Ryk k...................
_‘m tV*7.
V.*.
.............
<«17 23
attention of the guard at the draw-bridge, who
! Rented theniKelvesfor re-election have been
....... llV*
not to be made for tho purpose;of influencing LiiiD..
sounded the di-trciw inguaL Skiffs wtro im! succesHtnl.Several noted Radicalswill have
CINCINNATI.
mediatelysent Oftt; and succeeded iu p.cking
electionsin the Slates, but objection was
j an opportunity to discuss Bismarck's policy
up several poasencera and the crew, hix or
made to its considi ration. In executive
Ln New York tho followingpassenger 1 and principlesin the next Parliament....
seven persons are known to have found a watery
sHtsioa reveral Senators who had been
j
»
<vni.
! Two wrecks, involving considerable loss of
Oats ...............................
, ?A 'if 1 n
grave.
arrested for absenting themselves were
.....................
.. t 1° (4 1 11
rates were adopted on the 27th ult. by the Now l
aro re)H)rted ofr t|10 Australian coast. The
Pork— Meaa....
........ .... .18 7ft @19 «>
arraigned
and
reprimanded.
Messrs.
Sherman
Three desperadoes in jail atTierra York Centraland Hudson River road : Boston |. learner Calcuita, from Melbourne for Sydney,
rnd Bayard were appointed to wait on the
TOLEDO.
Amarilla, Co!., planned to kill tho guard and to Chicago,via Albany, *9.10; New York to went down, and all 011 board, twenty-two perPresidentand learn if ho had any further buaisons,
perished
;
and
the
ship
Omba.
from
escape. When the fact became known the cit- Chisago, *9.25. The Pennsylvania railroad
UCsb to place before tho Se nate. Ou their reIS | llj
and Jialtimore and Ohio rates from New York Batavia for Melbourne, was lost with all
izens. lynched the trio, named Lockhardt, to Chicago are *14, and *15 from Boston. hands. .....
Gambetta -has accepted turn from the. Executive Mansion Mr. Bayard
offered a resolution of thanks to President pro
S
Coulter and Slim ____ J. Hinckley, agent of tho
Vanderbilt's course from this time will, it is a Cabinet position from President Grevy .....
DETROIT.
tom. Davis, which nasscd unanimously,and an
• Utah and Northern railway at Franklin, Idaho,
claimed, be governed indenendently of the Tho Land Leaguers gathered at Paris hesitate
....................
JJ}
adjournment sine die took place; Mr. Davis acwas shot dead by a band of masked robbers.
to transfer then: official headquartersto French
action of competing roads and to the protection
knowledgedtho complimentin a few words.
of
hts
New
York
business.
The
Erie
haa
had
to
soil
Parnell
sends
out
a
protest
against
the
The wreck of the steamer Jennie GilTli<> Senate confirmed John L. Beveridge as
«
increase its freighttariff . .Congressman Clark, substitution of tenant defense associations for
christ floated down the Mississippi to Buffalo,
of Missouri, has caused divorce papers to be the branch leagues. Some crops gathered by United State* Axtidant Treasurer at Chicago;
and lodged against a tree. The corpse of Will- served npon his wife.
emergency men were maliciouslyburned at Sydney H. Bitch, as Surveyor of Customs at
INDIANAPOLIS.
„
In presence of a large crowd.
crowd. ? Port Jefferson, N. Y.; Frederick Kntflen Peniam Wendt, of Cordova, was found in the cabWheat— Na 2 Bed ................1
@ 1 42
'Charters have been token out in Ballyduff,’
While serving summons in County Mayo, the sion Acent at Indianapolis ; M. C. Eltster,
in. The body of Mrs. Mary J. Csmp wan recovered Twelve miles below Davenport.C. F. Maryland, West Virginiaand Ohio for a rail- pohee were attacked by a party of 700, who United States Attorney for tho Western DisEAST. LIBERTY, PA.
Johnson, of Moline, 111., and John McCall, of road from Baltimoreto Cincinnati, midway be- were fired npon. Many thousand tenants in trict of Louisiana ; Cbales Payton, of MassaLe Claire, Iowa, are known to have perished, tween the Baltimore and Ohio and Chesapeake Westmeath and Rosscommon will take ad- chuselte. Charged’Affaires in Denmark.Consuls CATTLE-Bert. ....................!!
a S
vantage of the Land Commission.Cells have General— Ferdinand Vogler, of Ohio, at Frankmaking thirteen victims.
and Ohio roads, a distance of 601 milea. A
fort;
Simon
Wolf,
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
at
Common .................£ « i J 2
been prepared in Armagh jail for Parneil and
..............................
®
ero
The advent at Omaha of Paul Boyton construction company lias been formed under forty others. CapL Dugraore, an Englishman, Cairo. Consuls— Silas P. Hubbell,of New
Sheet
...... «««««.« .....
.. 3 60 @4
the
laws of New Jersey, with a capital of
York, at St John’s, Quebec ; George W. Rooseon his swim down the Missouri river had the
has been arrested under the Coercionact

Gen. Benet, Chief of Ordnance of the

several days, drinking heavily and making
themselves obnoxious. The City Marshal arrested Ike Clanton. Soon after his release the
four met tho Marshal, his brothers, Morgan
and Wyatt Earp, and J. H. Holliday. The
Marshal ordered them to give up their weapons,
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effect of turning the head of one unfortunate

,

X

Sclmgticoke, near Albany. Yet a year
ago the place was regarded as one

^Daitfl

<filB

Items,

most healthy in the State. It

is

ingly situated in the hills of the

the

of

charm*
Upper

FACTS FOR THE CURIOUS.

the liquor as usual down the funnel, hut
before half the tumbler had been empThere are oceanic crabs which swim tied the alligator was standing on the
in the open bed for days without restfloor hissing like a snake. I started the
ing,

funny

Hudson valley. Malaria appeared soon
The body of the voung octopus blushafter a railway embankmentwas con- es now with one color and now with the
sther. •
structed,which checked the course of
Nast, the caricaturist gets $200 a
The feather-likestar-fish is turned
several small streams and caused the forweek as a salary from Harpers.
upside down, and walks around on its
mation of stagnant pools. This is one
back, which is provided with claws.
of ten thousand instanceswhich show
The Hottentots swim standing up.
“Oliver Optic” has published sev
that malaria comes from choked-up Tlie head and neck are kept out of the
enty-hvo books for boys.
water-courses. In ninety-nine cases out water, and, with eyes cast downward,
I they move forward rapidly as if walking
of a hundred the remedy is a free How of
Edison has taken out more patents
' quickly.
rom the Patent Office than any other the streams.
At the beginning of the eightecontb
single inventor.
century the English language was

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

Iris thought that Knoxville, Tenn., is

Cincinnati’slending club, the Queen built over

members whose
united wealth is put up at the high
City,

has

half a dozen

The

_

canal

en-

trance to the cave was recently made in
the heart of the city at a distance of 200

ground A

below the surface of the

feet

figure of $20,000,000.

a mammoth cave. An

larger hole was made, which opened into

around the Mussel

chamber of unknown size. One

a

shoals,

of

the

Tennessee, will be completed within two hands threw a rock and could hear it
years, when the Tennessee will be navi- fall in the distance. The formation on
gable from Paducah to Knoxville,some which the city rests is limestone, a carbonate of lime which is soluble in water
580 miles.
containingcarbonic acid. If the cave at
at Augusta, Ga., received a present is only a small one, it is graducablegram from London for a bottle of ally becoming larger by the erosive

A firm

medicine. The message cost

$7.50, the

power of water.

medicine $2, and the express charge to

London

is $2.50.

it

Inasmuch as

competition here

is

rather over active in the drug trade,
enterprising limbs of dniggery

evidencesof prosperity. To-day

all

may

like

know that France is yearning for
them. A correspondent writes : “ The
to

does not contain Sixty souls.

dearth of druggistsis extraordinary. A

It was recently discoveredthat board-

place I often visit, situated hardly twen-

ers at Cincinnatihotels never have rheu-

ty miles from the capital, is surrounded

matism, and some genius as yet to
by a dozen populous villages,and at
fortune and to fame unknown began to
none can drugs be bought. Summer
pry into the fact and now announces
visitorshave to drive six or seven miles
that bedbug bites are an effectual cure
to a town to get prescriptions made up.”
for that painful disease.

!

A fastidious Poughkeepsie girl has
wntten to the Presidentsof

cipal colleges in this country to inquire

whether she should say “

'

all the prin-

mumps

is” or

:

the Interior has lately sent a

l)er medicine chests to

num-

rural com-

One

I

mimes, for which they pay $10.

l

portion is at flic disposal of •the doctor,

mumps are.” Some of the Presidents
sj)oke feelingly of
one mump,” while
others were tenacious of ‘‘one mumps/’
“

To supply this crying want, the Minis-

ter

,

the other

at.

that of the Mayor.

“

Women are

strange that authoritiesdiffer on and

It is

such

vital questions.

it

is

proverbiallycredulous,

from them that the numerous

so-called fortune-tellersthat infest every

on the people of this stricken coun-

try.

It

was

first

rumored that he was

going to lecture and the nation trembled
and slunk back in terror. It appears,
however, that he was preparing a more
fiendish

mode of

wreaking

it

revenge, and

is

now

on the public. He has start-

daughter for informationas to the person guilty of taking them, and paid $14,

all

the

money she

had, ns

fee. She

a

then wrote on a piece of paper the
of the

suspected party, and,

name

after consid-

erable shuffling of cards the paper turned

up again with the words “Not guilty,”

on it. Tne woman’s husband,
when he found where his hard-earned
of a minstrel troupe.
money had gone, swore out a warrant
#
The Queen of England has a fortune for the fortune-teller’s arrest, and she
of $80,000,000, and an annual income of was not only made to refund the $14,
ed out to devastatethe land at the head

written

$3,250,000. Her children are cared for but also held in $300 bail for good bein magnificent pauperdom by the state. havior, the alternative being six months

work-house. The statute of New
York,
fortunately,
includes under the
to her royalty than America to her comhead
of
disorderly
persons those wh6
mercial princes. Vanderbilt has a
property of $120,000,000,and an income “pretend to tell fortunes, or where lost
of $10,000,000, while Gould is worth or stolen gootb can be found.” If the
$100,000,000 in his own right and is husbands of other deluded women
sovereignover 11,714 miles of rail, cap- would follow the example set by Mr.

And

yet England is not more generous in the

Crozier

italized at $646,500,000.

the

fortune-telling business

would soon be at

A newspaper

lady, writing about the

try'

opening of the United States Supreme

a

low ebb in

this

coun-

_______

Court for the new term, was principally

Prayer.

The followingbrief essay on prayer
struck by the number of now gowns
was
written by the New York lawyer and
worn by the Justices, and passed the
journalist,William A. Bartlett,who died
further criticism on that distinguished
a few days later. The article was read
body of jurists that Chief Justice Waite’s at liis funeral by Bishop Clark as evigown is of satin do chine, while those of dence of the religiousfeeling of the
the AssociateJustices are only satin de

Lyon. This

is

a

fair offset for those

writers, who, in order to describe

woman

how a

deceased
“ There

:

is just at present a particularly animated discussion going on as to
Hie province and efficacy of prayer.

“It is very easy for unbelieversto
ridicule
prayer. They say : ‘ Does it
wears. And, after all, the clothes quesrain when yon pray for rain ?’ * Does it
tion is often an important one, whether
stop raining when you pray for sunit

lectures, mainly report what she

concerns the bench or the ballet

shine

?’

Work has begun on the
house at Kalamazoo.

now

opera-

spoken by less than 8,000,000 of people;
Over 800 men have left Muskegon to
at the beginning of tho nineteenth by
seek work in the woods.
only 20, 000, 000, and now, with one-fifth
A postoffice 1ms been established at
of the century yet before it in which to
spread, it is the mother tongue of 90 - Thurber, Lenawee county.
000,000.
A large number of cases of typhoid
A broken pane of glass in a cathedra fever have been reported in the vicinity
library, in England, admitted the ten- of Morenci, several of which have boon
ivy branch, which grew and
grew until it attached itself to a row of
books worth hundreds of pounds. Then,
dril

of an

fatal.

The Michigan State Insurance Company expects to close up its business
in rainy weather, it conducted water as and complete a dissolution of the corpothough it was a pipe along to the tops of ration ere spring.
the books and soaked them through and
The records in the County Clerk’s
through. The rain coming in over a office at Detroit are being overhauled to
skylight in one library of rare books be filed away. The court recoftls date
rotted some Caxtous and other early back to 1796, when there was a TerriEnglish books, one of which, in spite of torial court.
its rotten condition, sold for $1,000.

A blue racer snake, the first one seen
tho cow in Lenawee county for a number of years,
as a deity. It is the incarnation of the was killed at the Lake Shore depot in
wife of Vishnu, the pure and holy ideal Hudson the other day. It measured
of woman who rose out of the sea. It is nearly five feet in length.
also the visible representationof the feThe Bay county Supervisors have
male element in nature — the universal voted a tax of $25,000 to buy the Third
mother who supplies milk for tho help- street bridge, at Bay City, and make it a
less young. To see a cow on starting
free thoroughfare. Tho people are to
on a journey or commencing any enter- confirm or reject the proposition by
prise is an auspicious omen. The Hin- vote.
doo when in danger of starvation will eat
The new ferry-boat,Algomah, which is
the meat of a human being in preference
intended for the businessof the Detroit,
to tlmt of a cow’. Instances are frequent
Mackinac and Marqette railroad, at the
of their starving on shipboard because
straits, has arrived up safely. “ Algothere was nothing but salt beef to eat.
mah” is the Indian name for Lake SuA Hindoo who eats beef becomes an out- perior.
cast forever. Beef is not regarded ns
Tecumkf.h Herald: Potatoesare rotunclean,as pork is by the Jews. It is
ting in the ground, clover seed is growsimply the product of*a sacred thing— a
ing in the stack, com is sprouting in the
part of the deity.
ear. If these rains continue much lonFour barrels of water of the Great ger many farmers Mill be in ill Condition
Salt lake will leave, after evaporation, to pass the winter.
nearly a barrel of salt. The lake was
Bobert Forsyth, who lives near
discoveredin the year 1820, and no outBlissfieid,Lenawee county, is utilizing
let from it has yet been ascertained.
a gas- well, and plans are being talked of
Four or five large streams empty themfor using the gas in lighting tho village.
selves into it, and tho fact of its still reThe well is 120 feet deep, and the supply
taining its saline properties seems to
seems to be inexhaustible.
point to the conclusionthat there exists
For the last three weeks between
some secret bed of saline deposit over
$7,000
and $10,000 a day have been paid
which the waters flow, and that thus they
continue salt; for, though the lake may out for apples in Charlotte. Eaton
be the residue of an immense sea which county seems to have an abundant
once covered the whole of this region, crop tliis year, and is about the only

largo city derive the greater part of
A story of heroism comes from Caltheir revenue, and the amount that
ifornia. Congressman Page, of that
many of these humbugs are enabled
State, who learned to handle horses
to thus accumulate in the course of a yet, by its continuing so salt with the
when he was driving a California stage
amount of fresh water poured into it
few years would surprise most people
daily, the idea of the existence of some
for a living twenty-odd years ago, saved
were the truth known. The victims of such deposit from which it receives its
a life at the risk of his own, in San
these frauds generally pocket their supply seems to be only too probable.
Francisco the other day, by stopping a
losses in silence, but (occasionally one For the past fifteen years, until 1879
runaway horse. He did it by having
vear, tho lake has been gradually rising,
with pluck enough to see the matter
but that year it receded two or three feet
the good sense to jump on the horse’s
through recovers the stolen money. Mrs. — a most unusual occurrence — owing to
head instead of at it.
Crozier, of New York, is one of these. the exceptionally worm weather. There
are no fish in iho lake, but myriads of
Ex-Cadet Whittaker evinces a Having lost some valuables, she applied small Hies cover its surface. The buoyto the seventh daughter of a seventh
dogged determination to revenge himancy of the water is so great that it ‘is
self

MICHIGAN NKWS.

The devout Hindoo regards

drop out.

thousands,two large daily newspapers,

and

the

bottoms of cisterns have been known to

During the White Pine excitement of
1868 Hamilton, Nev., had a population
of

In former days

man out of tho house with a
bung-driver, and the alligator cried
large tears for nearly two minutes.
Since then the poor fellow lias been a
little temperance society all by himself,
and drinks nothing but blood,’ and, as if
to prove the truth of the story, tho alligator slashed his ta 1 about and grinned
wider than ever.*!

coimty in the State so fortunate.

At Adrian, one day last week, a cake
baked twentv-one years ago, at the birth
of C. C. Hulett, and hermeticallysealed
in a tin can, was opened and eaten, it
being Mr. Hulett's 21st birthday.The
cake was found sound and sweet, though
it had an old taste.

season of the year. About one-third
(32 per cent.) of all the observers report
diphtheria,10 per cent, report scarlet
fever, and the same proportion cerobrof-pinalmeningitis.No small-pox was
reported from any part of tho State.
The five places from which scarlet fever
was reported in this manner were Detroit, East Saginaw, Saginaw City, Muskegon and Pontiac. If tliis disease is
present at any other place in Michigan,
the Secretary of tho State Board would
be glad to l>o informed.
Diphtheria is known to bo present in
other places than tho sixteen from which
it was reported on the weekly-report
plan. Pamphlet documents on the restriction of diphtheria are being sent
from tho office of tho State Board of
Health to such places as fast as they are
reported It frequentlyhappens, however, that diphtheria occurs in localities
that have not placed themselves in communication with the State Board as tho
law requires, by reportingthe name and
address of their health officer, and reporting outbreaks of diseases dangerous
to the public health, as requiredby the
State Board, under the law.
In order to make these weekly bulletins as complete as possible,local
health authoritiesshould make their
reports to the State Board promptly,
and regular observers are respectfully
requested to send in reports as soon as
possible after the close of each week.
Henry B. Baker,
B«;.

SUto Board

of

Health.

How HoffenstelnWas Beat.
“How do you dink de cotton pisnesa
come ond dis year, Misder HoffenHerman as lie dusted off a
shoo box, and arranged an overcoat on a
vill

stein ? ” said

pile of clothing.

“ Veil, dot vas a pisness,” replied Hoffenstein, “ vat I don’t like to exbress
myself abond, uud ven efer I dink uf de

money vat I advanced, und vat I nefer
get any more, I gets so mad dot I feel I
vill die righd avay mid do aboplexy. De
dime dot I vent in do cotton pisness,
keep a leedle adore in de gountry, und
— neffer mind hanging up dose banta,
Herman, de flies vas too bad. If you
hangupsomeding vite dey vill speck
first
I

plnok,

und

if

you hang up someding

pluck dey vill speck vite— I dink dnt no
von can svindlo me, but I vas misdaken.
Herman, dake my advice, und if you
have a sdoro in de gountry don’t advance
noding on de cotton crop. I vas svindled dat vay.”
“Who vos it svindled you, Misder
Hoffenstein?"
“ It vas a nigger, Herman, und his

name

vas

Isam.

My

gr-r-acious, efery

von says he vos do l>est nigger in de
whole gountry around, und I advanced
him oloding, shoes, brovisions,uud a
dollar und a half musket for vich I
charged him only nine dollars,und he
vas to let me buy all of de cotton vot he
makes. Yon dey I dell him if he gets
0. E. Rogers, of the firm of Rogers
do first cotton of de season in he vill get
Bros., of Adrian, while engaged in filla bremium on it, und he says he vil naf
ing cartridges, picked up one, the cap
dree hales a veek liefore any von else.
of which he supposed had been exploded
Veil, it vasu’fc long ven von day Isam,
He soon found out his mistake, as tho
mit a wagon und a couple uf mules,
not at all an easy matter to drown in it.
cartridge exploded, sending the charge
brings dree bales of cotton to my sdore,
Tho entire length of the Salt lake is into his hand, tearing it very badly.
de first uf de year. A couple uf de bales
eighty-five miles, and its breadth fortyJohn Cornish died suddenly nt Elk veighed eight hundred und do oder nine
five miles. Compared with the Dead
Rapids the other day. He had been hundred. I knew do cotton vould bring
sea the Great Salt lake is longer by foroverworked, sometimes working forty- dwenty cents a bound, so I gif Isam den
ty-three miles and broader by thirty-five
eight hours at a time without sleep or cents for it, uud shust as soon as I buy
miles.
rest. Saying he was very tired and it Levy Cohen offers me fifteen cents,
WashingtonIntroducing Lafayette. sleepy, he lay down, and fifteenminutes but I only vinks at him und ask him if
The following letter from General later he was found dead on his bed.
he dinks I vas more greener as a grassWashington,introducing to Governor
At East Saginaw a citizens’ meeting hopper. My gr-r-acious, Herman, vot
Lee, of Maryland,the Marquis de La- has authorizedthe Common Council to you dink, after I shipped de cotton I
fayette, together with several French bond the city for $100,000, at not more found out dero vas a couple of old cook
officers of distinction, lias been left for than 6 per cent., the object being to stoves in von bale, und aboud seox
publicationin tho Sun by Mr. Charles build a Court House. East Saginaw hundred bounds uf an old voru oud saw
O'D. Lee, the great-grandson of Gov- wants to be thq county seat, an honor mill in de oders, und Isam vas in Arkanernor Thomas Sims Lee, in whose family that Saginaw City has enjoyed for lAiny sas, de tief. Ven de beople found it
it has been for many years a cherished years, and the fight for the location has oud dey all laughed uud said it vas a
possession:
shoke, uud I got so mad dot I didn’t sell
grown bitter.
Nr.w Windsor, 8th Dec., 1780.
The remains of a man were discovered dot cotton to Levy Cohen for fifteen
Rir— I have the honor of introducingto vonr lying near the railroad track just west of cents, dot I vos in bed a veek mit der
Excellency the M&rqnia de la Fayette,Major
Saranac. On examination it was found rhuematism. Herman, I don’t vant nodGeneral in onr army, and an officer of rank in
ing mere to do mit der cotton pisness.”
those of France. This gentlemanV character, to be the body of a young man by the
—N. O. Timed.
name
of
James
Eldridge,
living
in
Berillustrious birth and fortune can not be unknown to you, though you may be unac- lin township. As near as can bo ascerWhy Is HI
quainted with his person.
tained the particulars are as follows:
I should be wanting in that justice which is
Why is it that a drunken man has such
Eldridge and two companions were indue to his groat merit, to his early attachment
a fancy for the railroad track ? Ho will
to tho American canse, and to his powerful toxicated and on a big spree. Eldridge
support of it hero and at tho Court ^f Ver- strayed away from thdm and ran down go miles out of his way to find one, and
sailles, was I to permit him to depart for the
the track supposing he was going home, rarely misses tho object of his search,
Southern army without this testimony of the
and the west-bound evening express went even on the darkest night. When found
sense I entertain of his worth ana recommendahe is invariablyseized with an unconover him. The body was horridly mantion of him to your attention.
He will probably be accompanied by his gled, one leg being entirely cut off and trollable desire to take a nap there.
There must bo something peculiarly
brother-in-law, the Viscount de Noaffiea, and a portion of the skull gone.
soothing in the contact of tho cold iror
Count Dam as, gentlemenof family, fortune
Health In ITUchlgan.
and rank in tho French army at Rhode Island,
rail as he fits the hack of his neck to ft,
whoso zeal to servo America has prompted
Reports to the State Board of Health, and adjusts his body between the ties ir
them to make a winter’s campaign to tho southpreparation for slumber. And frequently
ward if permissioncan be obtained from the Lansing for the week ending Oct. 1,
it
is tho last, long sleep that he takes.
Count of Rochambean to be absent from their 1881, by fifty observers of diseases in
But what draws him there ? Bober men
respective commands so long. With mnch esteem and respect, I have the honor to be your different parte of the State, show causes wander about for hours sometimes, huntExcellency’s most obedientand humble servant. of sickness as follows:
ing the depot in daylight, but the inebriGeo. Washington.
ate can strike a railroad track in twe
His Excellency, Governor Lee.
Sumlter and fe
minutes when it is as dark as tophet.
Cent. 0/ Olrncrr—Baltimore Sun.
em by Whvui And he generallygets there ahead ol
Ditrat'/tin Order of Created Hark Ui*a*Wa*
the train, too, though the train retali
Why the Alligator Swore Off.
A rea 0/ Prevalence.
lleported.
ates by getting a head of him before thi
A pet alligatorat Camden, N. J.,

_

„
_

Xtmber.\PerCent,

Then

they laugh at the idea that a which was addicted to intemperance,
40
92
universe
which
is manifestly governed was reformed by putting Jamaica ginger It Intermittent fever (ague)...
After the experience that many
2 Diarrhea ....................
45
90
by general laws should be influenced by in its whisky. The bibulous education
Commiuptlon,of lauga .....
35
70
American cities have had with wooden special prayers.
4 Remittent fever ..............
32
64
of the alligatorwas begun by giving it a
4 Typho- mala rial fever.
32
pavements, it is curious to notice the
64
“ In reply to all this it may be stated drink of port wine, and from tins it was 5 Dyeeutery ................
30
CO
adoption of the materialin the streets of that all sniritualand religiousaffairs arc but a i-tep to whisky and brandy until « Bbeumatiam................. 28
56
....... .
27
54
London. Piccadilly has l>een paved its enveloped in mystery. We see i mm as the experiment became an expensive 78 Neuralgia.
Ilroucbltla... ....... .....' .....
24
48
through a glass darkly.
one.
The
story of the saurian’s refer-; !i Cholera morbua. ............. 23
44
entire length with the blocks of wood.
“ But what seems to us a very power- mntion is thus told by the owner :
10 Cholera Infantum ............
22
44
11 Typhoid fever (enteric) ......
11 There is joy in Victoria street,” where
20
40
ful argument in favor of prayer, and,
“ It was like pouring water down a 12 Diphtheria...................
16
32
the work is nearly finished, and Bennett indeed, unanswerable, is the universal rat hole, and we had to let up after the 13 CoadUUf............. ......
1A
30
14 Influenza...................
20
street rents have gone up since traffic instinct to fall down before a higher first day. The alligator got so full that 15 Pneumonia .................. 10
9
18
power and petition for help and relief ho couldn’t eat Ills breakfastthe next 1C Whooping-cough........ .....
8
16
was opened on wood. A society paper
under afflictions for which there is no day, and put up one paw as though he
Kryaipelan ...................
7
14
Scarlatina ...................
also states that “it seems a thousand human remedy.
5
10
had a headache. The fun was kept up
CcrebriHuptnal meulngUla....
5
10
pities that, while the wood pavement is
“By the death-bedof our beloved who for some time, until a very funny gentleBowel*, inflammation of ......
4
8
Brain, inflammation of .......
4
8
man happened in the saloon one day
thus being adopted in the West End, would not pray?
Croup, membranoua..........
3
6
“ Then it will not do to make light of and filled the alligator’s whisky full of
Meaalea......................
3
6
the city authorities are busy extending
prayer— to attempt to ridicule the whole Jamaica ginger. That,” continued Mr.
Pnerperal fever
2
4
the use of asphalt east of Temple Bar.” world on its knees ; for alike saint and
Pharyngitia.. ..
2
4
Booker, looking fondly at his pet, who
Paralyau, Dlftitbe
Title...
1
2
sinner— the revered pastor and the blinked stupidly, “set the poor fellow
On an average 1,000 grains of quinine
pirate in a storm — supplicatethe same against whisky. He reformed as sudIt will be seen that the meet widely
are daily sold in the little village of God for forgiveness and preservation.”
denly as he took to drink. We poured distributed disease was one not often
“

fatal, namely intermittentfever (ague),
92 per cent of all the observershaving
reported that disease under their observation. Ninety per cent of the observers re]x>rted diarrhea, which thus appears to be unusually prevalent for the

deal

is

over.

Public School Discipline.

:i

...

..........

.

There is in the public schools too much
of this military drilling which forbids a
tired and restless child to change its position and rest from a cruel constraint.
It is sometimes absolute torture to a delicate child to maintain the stiffnessand
stillness enjoined by the foolish tescher.
A moderate amount of freedom of movement can not be productiveof disturbance to a well managed school The
teacher who thoroughly knows his business and is born to his work is neve* an
unreasoning martinet— iVctn York Tri-

bune.

__

Who says we are sot » enterprising
and industriouspeople? Twenty-seven
thousand baby carriages were manufactured in one Massachusetts town last
year, and the manufactures* could not
fill

their ordesi.

THE FINEST MANUFACTURED

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
November

Saickday,

1881.

5,

NEUf STOCK!
IIH1 Wl.VUIl IPictnos
Will make,

Piano in the World
Wm. Knabe

of

SCHOOL BOOHS .TO OOiABOOND.

& Co., also

MENDELSSOHN PIANO

AN ENTIRE

the

Under

above heading we

the

which

it will agree

find an

CHICKERING

Celebrated

with the opinion of

DECKER

the

majority of our citizens.

“The number

We

3,750.000;algebras, 500,000; astronomies,

Western Cottage Organ,

000; grammars, 2,000,000;histories, 2.000,000; natural philosophies,500,000; readers,
5.000.000;spellersand deflners, 2,500,000.

The annual
users

is

cost of school books to the

estimated at $5,000,000.As most

persons are aware, the change of text
books goes on continually,else publishers
would have uo business. As soon as the
pupil is fairly grounded in one arithmetic,

someone discovers

go

that the pupils will

astray if the book is longer in use, and a

new book

is

introduced. This takes its

turn to go out as soon as another has been

invented to take its place. There are

and sold

arithmetics collecting dust,

old junk, out of which

a

latest

It

a

is

very

fact,

now

superior to those
I.)

in

we

THE

FLO

U(B AJ1Q

FFEQ,

known

JUBILEE

ORGANS

Store No. 52 Eighth st,
Holland, Michigan.

‘

ana

Mew

and

-

RAPIDS,

WYNUOFF.
1881.

To

whom

it

may

Concern.

IF. II.

XITHEREAS my wife. Julia E. has left my bed
\
and hoard on the 8th day ol Septemberlast
without just cause or provocation, therefore all
persons arc hereby warned not to harbor or trust
heron my account, as I will not be responsible for
any debts contracted by her from and after this

V

date.

Journal"

little

the

JOSL1N,

BEST.

R. D.

8

In

are old arithmetics, in the opinion of

much

<€

Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns,

who
much as

publication.It is not

use.— Providence (li.

WHITE,

history of Piano making. The new patent scale Uptightsare the Finest In
Positively
of the richest tone ana
and greatest durability.
durability They are recommake the finest Upright Pianos, or
mended
by
the
highest
musical
authorities
in
the
country.
Over
14,000
in
use.
and
not
one
dissatAnd many other Maker*; also Urst-classPipe
isfied purchaser. Ali;Planns and Organs sent on 15 days’ test trial-frsWffree if vntai It factory.
Organa can be seen In this vicinity.
Etc., Etc., which we offer for sale at very low
DonTfalrto write us before buying. Positively we offer the best oargains.Piano Catalogue mailed
Whereas T purchasefor cash, I am enabled to prices. Our motto is: “Quick Sales and Small free. Handsome Illustratedand Descriptive Piano Catalogueof £0 pages mailed for 6c. stomp. Every
sell just as cheap," If not cheaper, than the best
Profits.’’
Piano
Plano fully warrantedfor 5 years.
houses in the United States.
Our ftock of CROCKERY Is large and complete,
Our New Stylo Jubl’.eeOrgan in Japanese Case, called
and our stock of GROCERIES is constuntlyDeing
the “ ORIENT L,’’ Style 99, is the handsomest,tastiest
replenished, kept fresh and full.
and sweetest toned Parlor Organ ever offered the musical
public. It contains FIVE OOT VES, FIVE sets of
CALL AT
Reeds, viz.: Melodia, Celeste, Dlanson. Snb-hass and Celestlna.Also Fifteen Beautiful Stops, os follows, viz.: Melodla,Celeste, (a, charming stop.) Dlnpson, Sub-bass,Echo, Dulcet. MelodiaForte,
Celeste-Forte,Expression. Treble-Couple. Celestlna.Bass-Conpler. Grand Organ, (which throws on the
is also kept constantly on band.
entirepower of the inatrumem.)Right Knee Stop and swell, I^ft Knee Stop and Swell. Height, 70 in. ;
Length. 47 in.; Width, 24 in.; Weight, boxed, 350 lbs. The case la of solid walnut, veneered with
panels, music
y carved, with pi
The highest prices is paid for butter and eggs, choice woods, and is of an entirelynew and beautiful design, elaborately
closet, lamp stands, fretwork. Ac., all elegantly finished. Possessesail the latest and nest Improve
and other Country Produce.
illlaney
" quality of tone. Beautiful
ments, with great power, depth, brilllaney
sympathetic
solo effects and
or at Jfo. 13 South Division Street,
perfect stop action. Regmar retail price $275. Our wholesale net cash price to have it introduced.
with stool and book, only $87-as one organ sold sells others.Positively no deviation in
Near Cor. of Monroe Street,
Call
see our
Goods. Price. No payment required until you have fully tested the organ In your own home. We send all
Organs
Irgans on 15 days test trial and pay
pay freightboth ways If instrumentis not as represented.Positively,
GRAND
MICHIGAN.
M. HUIZENGA,
our Organs contain no •• Bogus sets off Reeds, or ’• Dummy ” stops, as do many others. We make ho
misrepresentations, and guarantee honest snd fair dealing, or no sale. Fully warranted for 5 years.
G. RANKANS.
B.
Other styles $35^ $50, $57. ^$65, $70. $75^$85, etc. Over 3^,000 sold, and every Organ
Holland, Sept. 22,
33-6m.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 27,1881. [38— 6m.

the book, but in the pupil. In fact, there

educators

WILCOX

pupil

studied to learn could get as
from the

for

This Plano will be sent on test trial. Please send reference if you do not send money with order
Cash sent with order will be refunded and freightcharges paid by ns both ways If Plano is not Just ns
represented In this Advertisement. Thousands in use. Send for Catalogue.Every instrument fully
Warrantedfor five years.

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

15.000.000; composition-books,1,000,000;
etymologies, 500.000; geographies, 5,000,-

Wdoa" $245

have added a complete stock of

DRY GOODS,

States is 1,750,000; arithmetics,lower,
750,000; bookkeeping,500,000; copybooks,

Organs.

£U3.cL

0

EIGHTH STREET.

and

DOWLING & PECK.

quired in the public schools of the United

Offer of

I 0 Magnlflcant rosewood case elegantly finished,8 strings.7 H Octaves,fall pateat
O I I LC
I "Z cautante agraffes, our new patent overstrung scale, beautlAilcarved legs and lyre,
heavy serpentine and large fancy moulding nmnd case, full iron frame, French Grand Action, Grand
Hammers, in fact eveiy improvement which can in any way tend to the perfection of the instrument
has been addqri.

M.Huizenga'&Co

BROS.,

HARDMAN

of higher arithmetics re-

Grand

OTVIC 0

to the point, and we think

is

a

$830 Square Grand Piano for only $245.

and;* new Ann uaderf the old firm name,

article

days only,

for the next 60

00.,

Wareroomz,57th St. and

Factory
i’aotory and

Qlp

10 Ave.

one-third price. Catalogueof 3.000 choice pieces sent for 8c. stamp. This
ullLL I IrlUylu CatalogueIncludes most of the popular music of the day and every variety of
musical comoositlon, by the best authors. Address,
II

11

at

MENDELSSOHN PIANO

JOSLIN & BEST,

CO., P. O. Box 2058,

New York

City.

21-8mo

GEORGE W. CAMPDELL.

Holland, Oct. 25,

by the

OIICCT

-

1881.

38-4w

masses, that the book publishersplay

“that

little

game” on a

great

many

Nervous Debility:

country school boards, and thus fleece the

A Cure Guaranteed.

people out of their money, on the flimsiest

pretexts.It is jobbery, bribery, fraud on
the people, and we think it is high time
for the people to say

STOP—

at the ballot-

box.

Dr. Towns, of Montreal, P. Q., will be
treatmentof

for the

Catarrh, Consumption,Rheumatism, Ague,

Eyes, Ears, Selfabuse, Female Diseases,
and Chronic Diseases in general, bee the
Dr.’s

bills!

.AlTiD IDE

by

Special Rothes.
in Holland, Nov. 15,

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Tre^mcnl: a
sions.Norspecific for Hysteria. Dizziness, Convulsi
yous Headache,Mental Depression,Loss of Memory, Spermatorrhoea,Impotency,Involuntary
Emissions. PrematureOld Age. caused by over-exertion,self-abuse,or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay ana death. One box will cure recent cases. Each box contains one month s treatment. One dollara box, six boxes for five dollars;
sent
mail prepaid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six ooxes to cure any case. With
each order received by us for six boxes, acompanled with five dollars, we will send the purchaser our written guarantee to return the money
if the treatmentdoes not effect a cure. Guarantees issued only when the treatmentis ordered
direct from us. Address JOHN C. WEST & CO.,
Sole Proprietors,181 <fc 183 W. Madison St.. Chicago, III. Sold by D. R. Meengs,Holland, Mich.3A-ly

39-2w.

AXiEIRS I1T

Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.

Clocks,

All Kinds of Spectacles.

at the

W.

Hardware Store of

C. UVEEI-iIS.

Repairing neatly and promptly done, and war-

NERVINE

^iey
act Organs,
uke s c-*arm
on th^
Urinary
Kidneysand
tjtt T
Liver, restoringlost vigor,
Special Assessors Notice,
and caring nervous debility,
City of Holland, )
il rpe box, or 6 for $5; sent sealed by mall. Lali s’ Rubber KoantalnSyringe, $2. by mail, sealed;
Clerk’s Office, October 0th, 1881. f
A o all kinds Rubber Ooods tor Ladies and GentleTo H. De Kruif, Roelof A. Schouten, men. a book on Lost Manhood Regained,cause
Grace Episcopal Church, and HopeChurcb. and cure, 10c. to pay postage. Dr. JAMES, 2CM
41-1*
’ Isa
Washington Street Chisago
111.
You and each of you arc hereby notified
that a special assessment roll for the repair
A Large and Fine
of sidewalks has been reported by the
Board of Special Assessors to the Common
Council of the City of Holland, and filed
ip this office, and that the Common Coun— OF
«U has fixed upon the 9th day of November,
A. D. 1881, at 7:30 o’clock p. in., at the
Common Council room, in said City, as
the time and place when and where they
will meet with the said Board of Special
Assessors to review said roll.
- Ju at received at -By order of the Common Council,
Gko. H. Sifp, City Clerk.

G

ILTIEW

ranted.
We inviteall our old Colony friends,who happen
to visit Grand Rapids,and all our old and new
friends In and around the city of Grand Rapids, to
call at our new place of business, and examine
our stock. We shall be happy to see thorn at any
time.

No. 132

STOCK

MONROE

Near the Cor.

of

ST.

South Division

St.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Grand

Rapids, Dec.

1,

1880.

We

wheat
wheat produced on the
is considerablebetter; the straw is heavier,
inches taller, and that the yield of grain was increasedthereby

about 24
about 25 per cent.
Our intention is, to use

it

C. Melis, at Holland, on part of our

experience that the

again next year.

W. DIEKEMA.

43-ly

—

1881.
F.

To wjy

BOOTS A SHOES

Holland, Mich., July

$1,000

12th,

PLASMAN.
27-tf

FORFEIT!! QTARTLINC
Canada.
DISCOVERY!

Immix CancerCurc
Cancer Cure Depot,

O

Coati-

cook. P. Q.

j t

\

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

HEROLD,

E.

Wm.

and that we have by
manured by phosphate

lands,
lands

we have used the Superphos-

the undersigned hereby testify that

phate, advertised by Mr.

The Life of President Garfield. It contains the full history of bis noble and
eventful life and dastardly assassination.
Surgicaltreatment, death, funeral obseEighth Sthket, Holland, Mich.
CUB. BERDAN'S
HOUSE,
quies, etc. The best chance of your life
to make money. Beware of “catch254 Woodward Ave., Detroit.
penny’' imitations. This is the only auCornets and Band Instrumentsof every descripthentic and fully illustrated life of our A Complete assortment of Children's and Infants’ tion. Pianos sand Organs nt wholesale and retail.
Orchestra. Band and Sheet Music. The most commartyred President. Fine steel portraits. shoes forfait and winter, and n full line of
plete stock in Michigan. Catalogues sent free.
Ladles’ and Gentlemen'sW ear.
Apply to
. O. F. BERDAN,
29-26w 254 Woodward Ave., Detroit,Mich.
H. KEPPEL, Postmaster,

MUSIC

A victim of youthful Imprudencecansing Premature Decay, Nervous Debility,Lost Manhood, etc.,
haring tried in vain every known remedy, baa discovered a simple self cure, which he will send FREE
to his fellow-sufferers, address J. U.
43 Chatham St., N. Y.
1-ly

Cancer gureQ
^0
without the use of the

Knife,

BEEVES.

The only uermaneni Cure in the world. For partlculais
two 3 cent stamps to
iculais enclose
cnclc
8. C. SMITH, Coatlcook, P. Q., Canada.

&T

Cures Swift and Certain.

If ay j Fit 10,000 nrsitiLs bitkkyes, of which I
ff fin I LU m*'ttDuckcye
Pile Ointment, Wirrsi-tcdtO

(Any paper can publish this for $6 per year, with
this note and paper sent regularly.) 1-ly

cur* t-iln. Addreii with

itinip. Dr. J.

N. 'Obltr.SL Louii.M*.

Address,

39-2w

--

Zeeland, Mich.

:o:

CALL AND

Blue and red Mackinaws of all sizes,
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

at

To

finest line of skirts ever

imported
in the city ; also an elegant assortment of
cloaks and dolmans, and the cloth for
making cloaks and dolmans, and a variety
of trimmings,are just received at

it

may

Concern.

TITHEREAS my
E.

The

whom

'SEE US.
wife Hanna, has left my bed
T
and board iwithout Just cause or provocation. therefore all persons are hereby warned not
to harbor or trust her on my accountas I wiA-not
be responsible for any debts contractedby her
from and after this date.
Filuiore, Oct., 10, 1881.

V

HEROLD.

Holland. Mich.. Sept. 1, 1880.

$500 REWARD.

36-4W

HENDRIK

HELMINK.
WE will pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint,Dyspepsia. Sick Headache.IsdiD.
gestion, Constipationor Oostivenesswe cannol
cure with West's Vegetable Liver Pills, when the
styles of Flannels, Dress Goods, directions are strictly compiled with. They are
purely Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfacand Prints, at
tion. Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 30
Pills, 25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.BeG.
&
Young Men and W'omen will not OLly save monware of counterfeitsand imitations. The genuine ey but^valuabie time in the future by attending the
manufacturedonly by
O. WEST A CO.. Grand Rapids Business College, where they will
A new style of Woolen Hoods, from 50 “The Pill Makers,” 181 & 183 W. Madison St.,
receive a Thorough,Quickening,Practical educacents to $2.00; also a
kind of lace Chicago. Free trial package sent by mail pre- tion. Send for College Journal.
33-1 y
colors for ladies, and the popular Spanish paid on receiptof a 3 cent stamp.

35-tf

BERTSCH.

New

VAN PUTTEN

SONS.

JOHN

new

35-tf

silk lace, both black and white, at
D. BERTSCH.

Just received at the store of G. Van
Putten & Sons, an immense stock of

Now

is

the chance

for Fanners.

Assignee Sale

Advertisements.

Dissolution Notice.

.

FLIEMAN

J.

IT NEVER FAILS to
Sold by all Druggists.

9

Notions. Tinware,

Bettei-

Glassware, Crockery,
wagon in every way Cut|ery P|a,ed Ware &c.

Gall

and Examine.

IN

..

v «

WUNHOFF.

B.
Holland, Mich., October

For

29,

1881.

Goto D. R.MEBSQS

1881.

Sale.

A 80-horse power

SECOND-HAND ENGINE,
In

THE LAW DEMANDS

IT.

BARGAINS.

—

Mr. fro.m.n'. New N.tlonil Dye.. Forbrlghtnell.oddar.MlIty.

FALL AND

cents.

__ _
_

WINTER.

1881.

We pay

i

Ladies and Childrens, Cloaks, Dolmans, Circulars, Jackets
and all kinds of cloaking, Plush Velvet, Satin Silk
Crape, Fancy Ribbons, Plush, Satin, Moireantique,
carfs,
Worsted Goods, Jackets, Hoods, Scarfs,
Fur Trimmings, Muffs and. Colors.

the highest price for

Old Rags, Copper, Etc.

ALSO AGENT FOR

50 cents and *1.00.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Buggies,

And'z nice assortment ol Cutters lor Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

SATISFACTION.

of price.

Call in and get your
JLNTD

for

give

*• .11

Silk

Hosiery^ Gor.
& Satins in all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves,
air
mantown Yarn, Canvas, EmbroideryBilk and Hair Goods.
Goods.

I

I

good running order.

It was by LelteliBw. at Grand Rapids, and was
only laid aside for lack of power to meet the requirementsof the Increasedmachineryof the
CITY MILLS, Holland, Mich.

36-8w

Also keeps on hand a line of

Open and Top

\

sUI

These goods must be sold at once, regardless

8-4w

'Coughs- and colds

PRICE

color they are unequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15

VTOTICE Is bet

eby given that the firm doing a
general business In the City of Holland,
under the firm name of M. HUIZENGA & CO.,
Is this day dissolvedby mutual consent. All parties owing said firm are hereby requested to come
and settle forthwith,and all parties having claims
against said firm can settle with Mr. B. WTJNHOFF, who continues the business,Mr. M.
Huizenga retiring.
M. HUIZENGA,

Wr

IT Fok blPirMtlRiA and croTTF
"T^FORnnffltHERIA and CRd'llP |

DRY GOODS,

Offers his superior made wagons Just as cheap
anybody sells them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a
as

7r

Boots, Shoes,

Comfortables, of

VAN PUTTEN & $ONS.

Other Remedies Fail

all

When all other^emedies flail
IT FOR COUGHS AND COLDS'

Wc have opened an immense stock of

Our popular wagon manufacturer

different prices, at

G.

When

it

Gent's and Boy’s fine socks, and Ladies’
and Misses’ hosiery. This assortment is
the most completeever imported and is
new, novel, strong and beautiful. 35 -tf

Woolen Blankets and

it

BATH PLATFORM SPRING

O R K
J.

14-tf

S

WAGON OPPOSITE POST

•

FLIEMAN,
Holland,Mich

B. T.

-

OFFICE.

WYNNE,

Holland, Sept. 22,

Auignee.

1881.

83-Om

DEN
BERGE,
.

L. & S.YAN
.
eighth STREET

.

-

Jottings.
Now

Market day neit Wednesday, in

There

tlic

competed to

ehall be

is

more wood coming in

ful slock of

market, and prices are weak.

Alderman W. Butkau is confined

The

to his

Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
to lay up.

on

N.

mesa

Go

of

weeks’ pleasure trip

three

trial in the Circuit Court next

<

week.

last

The

Holland, Mich., Nov. 3, 1881:

office at

Van

(Mrs. J.

of a light

Mr. E.

Mr. and

three year old child of

Zoeren, died on Saturday last

kind

J.

ready made clothing

He has also received

Father O’Brien, a Homan Catholic
pastor of Milwaukee, and the Rev.

-

a

and misses’ shoes, and

The

Theodore Fossett, a Methodist pastor of
Sacramento,have been arrested for public

tor

-«••>

-

new stock of

ladies’

fine boots.

Pennsylvania railroad started" a

lightningtrain between

New York

from

metres

oil is

I.

thrown up by the processes

scum. The

to the south of France. than twenty-six hours. And now Vander- storms the sea in this peculiar harbor is
England, it is said, in bilt is going to put on u similar train comparativelysmooth. This is so well

their

way

which

the spring.

ma

A petition has been presented to the

Common

less

the oil is so great that

known

is calculated to beat the I'ennsylvu-

nearly one hour.

that

even

when a

Council to put eight lamps on

<0

82 Canal St., Cor. Bronson.

Marked

All

^ore^^

charge.
Open every evening with

in the severest

4

Klectrk Lljbte^aklnfjour

Kverv peraon buying material

of

for

in Plain Figures.
eveningas light a* day. Ex-

a dreaa amounting to $3 or upward,will receive a pattern free
*

storm approaches

small vessels run for this "oil pond,” as
is called, and ride

W. WURZBURG, 80

STRICTLY ONE PRICE, Goods

effect of

month on

will return to

_

Ldo^

A

London sometime this

They

___

t

and open gulf, fifteen miles from laud.

makes the passage in

plain.

>0

altogether rather more than one- !>op'lim>.and In fact all the differentkind, of Dreae Good*
^ ^eMowu^rour uaual large Mock of Dreaa Good*, wo are Agent* for Wm. Hall A Co. a , Colebrat^ Jamen town DreM
tenth of the entire distance to he pierced. Goodai which we guarantee not to ahrink or cockle; we have alwaya a full line of theae gooda on hand
and a full atock of Trimming Dreae G« oda to match. Blanketa, Comfortablee, Flannel., Bey m, Cloth
Sultinga,Sacklnga, Waterproof*, Caaalmerea, etc., etc. It would be unclea* to enumerate every article
A curiosity in the Gulf of Mexico has In the differentdepartmenta. but we would aimitly atato that our big double afore la filled to repletion
been discovered. It is a harbor in the With a full assortment of FALL and WINTER DRY GOODS In each and every Department.

pected to arrive in

facilities,which

.<

Dreae Goode onr .pcclal etudy, and we (ruarantcethat abetter aelecteditock la cot to b.
found in Michigan. You will find In Una Department a full lino of Black and
Carhtnerea. Crepe.
Drap d’etoa,Nunnca Cloth. French, RnglDn and Gorman Novelty Gooda In endlew variety, Alpaca*.

the English side. This

but furnishing all passengers with dining the water in a thick

ex-

t $1

We make

coaches, making no stops at meal stations, of nature, and rests upon the surface of

Ex-President and Mrs. Hayes are

had e i.a

makes

Chicago, composed entirely of Pullman kind of

drunkenness.

»

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT.

1,800 metres from the French and 1,600

boys, which he offers for sale very cheap.

of diphteria.

Fall

longer a question of

SILKS.

herpalni In thla Department. A Full Line of the celebrated Uuinet Sllke at $1.00,
Bargains. Elegant Line of Colored Dre-a Silk. In all the New
per yard, worth $1.60? Aleo a great variety of TrimmingBilk, and Saline, In bro-

already been effected to the extent of

Harrington has just received

a large stock of

$1

preliminary experiments. The boring has

Wm. Verbbkk, P. M.

of the raihy weather.

Channel tunnel between France

and England is no

VIOINITTT.

BLACK AND COLORED
nffur niirrlal

caded, atrlpcd tod

day last, was very well attended, in spite Geo B. Ballard.

AND

CLOAK AND SHAWL DEPARTMENT,

using Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.

-----

RARI3DS

All the latent •tyloe of Dolmane. Secquee. Peletotee.Ulnterette*.Walking Jackets; also an Elegant
Line of New Deelgni In Beaver, Ottoman, Palaley and Woolen Shawla.

-

week.

List of letteis remaining in the post

The market-dayat Zeeland on Wednes-

/^Tur

and your throat will

sore and your head uncomfortable.

Mr. Dougherty figures, will

Mr. Chas. Waring started on a

ORAND

The celebratedforgery case in which You have taken a cold which you can recome up for move as promptly as you receivedit by

inst.

1881.

Oar new Fall Stock ha« arrived and Uopcn for inspection,to which we cordially Invite our numetouh cuotomen and the public in general. We do not heultateto Mytbat a richer or mow varied ilock
ol DRY GOODS, in all the differentdopartmente, never waa laid before the people of

out in the damp air, or sit unpro-

tected in a draught,
feel

1

firm of M. Huizenga & Co. is dis-

Williams will

superb venison.
the 3d

G-rctncl

I

DISPLAY of FALL DRY DODDS

Wi]nhoff continuesthe business.
please accept our thanks for a

first snow of the season

a beauti-

jewelry for holiday presents.

solved. Mr. Huizenga retires, and Mr.

house by a severe attack of iheumatism.

of subscription!

The

PALL STYLE.

that we will

is

Mr. 0. Breyman has received

•

the

raise the price

Vessels are begloninK

general expectation

have an open winter.

city.

time to subscribe for
this oaper. If t’ e high and steadily climbing p ices of the necessaries
of life keep up until New Years, we
is

The

this

out the gale

for

It

$2.00.

stocked with

all

in safety.

Bury Me near the Old Home.— The
be lit du- latest Song and Chorus,, by Will. L.
Mr. 5». J. Harrington, Jr., has started a
ring dark nights. This is a needed im- Thompson. Since the death of President camp about eight miles northeast from this
provement, and would be another step Garfieldthe sentiment expressed in this city, with Mr. P. De Feyter as superinahead. Push on, gentlemen; this age has beautifulsong has become universal. The tendent, for the purpose of getting out
but one watchword, and that is— “for- melody is very pretty, and already the stave bolts for Jos. Fixter’sStave Factory.
piece has become a great favorite.We They are at work with a gang of over
ward!”

the principal street corners, to

W.

F.

WURZBURG.
CANAIi
BRONSON

COR.

Sc
STB.
Grand Rapids, Mioh.
#-ly.

advise all lovers of popular music to send twenty men, and have delivered their sec-

Jubal Early, ex-confcderateGeneral, 35 cents to the publishers and receive a
ond train of cars loaded with holts on
lives at a Lynchburg hotel and practices copy by return mail. Published by W.
Wednesday next. They calpdlate to delaw. Although not yet 70, he is as bent L. Thompson & Co., East Liverpool,Ohio.
liver about eight or ten carloads per week.
and bowed as a man of 90 years. His
Besides this, the superintendent,Mr.
A new lighthouse, iu which the electric
drooping shoulders,his long grey beard
James Kouiug, has two vessel loads of
and flowing white hair, and the strong light is to be used, has lately been combolts in readiness up the Kalamazoo Rivstaff on which he leans, make him look pleted at Marseilles. The cost of the
er, which will be hrminht here with the
like the ideal Hip Van Winkel. He wears light is seven times less than the cost of
first opperlunity. /Mr. Koning has manthe southern gray yet, and his still vigor that which it will replace. The new
aged this business admirably, even surj

Neuralgia Drops,

lighthouse will be cue of the finest on the

ous mind is full of Are.

French coast. The
In a few days we expect *o see all the

which

light,

he

now

is

preparing,with all possible

speed, to run all next winter, and hence-

distance of twenty seven miles.

forth the round year.

Messrs. Chris. Miller, Chas.

Odell and John V. Spijker will start for

Our

week, and whereas
they are good shots and have supplied
the north woods next

members

They pay

the

NEURALGIA,

highest cash price for bolts, the sizes of

intimate business relationship for

several years past with the

The only medicines used without turningthe
stomach wrong aide out. I warrant the euro of

passing the expectation of the owner, and

will be

equal to 3,500 gas jets, will be visible at a

venison for sale in this city that our heart

may wish.

STEKETEE’S

which can be learned by reading the

of

ad-

the firm of Lord, Brewster & Co., in their vertisement in another column. The practhemselveswith the best kind of weapons, business as advertisingagents, has been tical extension of this business must he
good uews to many families in this city.
it is reasonableto expect that the game such as to oblige us to regret the late
will arrive here per railroad thick and retirementof our friend, Mr. Brewster. God bless our manulacturing interests!

We

a good time
and abundant success. Their intended
field of operation, will be between Big
fast.

wish our nimrods

Keep

Rapids and Petoskey.

we are

that the continuanceof

-

its

confident

excellent repu-

Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa

tation aud of its courteous and business

clear of the

--

Their extension means prosperity.

So long, however,as Mr. Lord remains at
the head of the house,

providing It ia used according to directloa.

la the only aure cure for the destruction of the
Pin Woi.n, and It also takewhe Stomachand Tape
Worm. No physic la necessary.Price,only 25
centa per bottle. For Bale by all Durgglsta.Beware of counterfeits.

County.

methods will he assured. The new
firm of Lord & Thomas includesMr. A. For the week ending Nov. 3, 1881.
Our thanks are due Mr.' II. Konigsberg L. Thomas of Boston, who brings to it a
This list includes only such as seem to
for one of the finest specimens of poultry large fund of experience and ability. All be bona fide sales, quit claims, where the
which can he put on the table. It weighed the requisites to a large and successlul consideration is very small, not given.
five pounds and was only four months of advertising agency are thoroughly repieCornelius Van Lcoet. f'. to Gerrit Jan Aalderlnk.
age. It would be a great step ahead for sented in the arrangementsof this newly
w H a e \ a e * and a w i* b e j*, BCc. 1:1-6-15.
$418
our farmers to change their common barn organized firm. — Chicago Advance, March 3.
Cornelias Van Loo et. al. to Evert de Gmot. c X
yard fowl for the more profitable breeds,
» e 34 b o 34 aec. 18 and n e 34 a o 34 •'*-e'l In
T. 6, R. 15. $506.
both for the eggs and the meat. A fine fat
Robert
McKay and wife to Albert Otto, a strip 1
ITEMS.

“buck’s” bier, boys!

young Brahma rooster is better eating than
any turkey, and no turkey of eight months
old can be brought up to the weight ol a

Shanghne

six months Brahma, Cochin or

rooster, without a great deal of special ef-

fort. No kind of hens

and do

We

so little

harm

George

A. Lewis, charged with robbing

Thomas Aikins on Wednesday night of
last

week

of $350,

as the Brahmas.

profitablelot of hens, and thus

On

and

being arraigned

belore Justice Pagclsou, he waived

exam

iuatlon, and In default of $1,000 ball, was

Mr. Konigsberg next spring, raise a more committed

to jail for Inal.

make more
Young

money.

for,

The Grand Haven

was arrested on Sunday

last, at Johusville, by SheriffVaupell

so easily kept Marshal Woltman.

are

advise our farmers to purchaseeggs of

papers have pub-

VYillie

Boot, who was arrested

and plead guilty to stealiog

money and some other

a

sum of

articles from the

lished what purports to have been the bids house of Henry G. Bigelow,Esq., on Saturday last, was taken to the Lansing refor the printing of the Proceedingsof the
Board of Supervisors,verbatim. The form School on Monday by Sheriff Van-

pell. Willie has been to the Reform
have School before, and was released only last

Herald gave a review of the affair, in
which
its

it

shows that it did not

bid thrown out,

like to

and winds up

ers to bid after her fashion in the future.

We

withheld our review of this article in

last

week’s Issue, because we wished to see

what our contemporarieshad
this. The only one who

to

say about

fell into the trap

was the Spring Lake Meesage. She coincided with the Herald.
tpirit

The

Message,—

seems to be that of

Broth. Bllz again— and, we are not at
astonished that the ex editor is a

all

trifle

lonesome without his old but defunct pet,
perhaps a few

the Republican—
cal reasons

why he

politi-

feels like coinciding

with an erroneous idea.

-

its arti- spring.

cle with sage (?) advise to the other print-

whose master

FOB SALE BIT AEL DRTJOGHSTS.

like

GRAND HAVEN

("We know

-

Chi. &

West Mich. R. R. depot, was discovered on fire. The alarm being given,
of hose was at once run from Boy-

den’s mill, and as soon as the city hose arrived, U was connected,and a stream of
water put on the fire, which was quenched

a short time. Loss about $80.

had not been

for this

$1'-

If

it

prompt action, there

can be no doubt but an extensive conflag
factory Is in close proximity to the spot
fire originated.

a

its

ear

marks, you know.”) The

........

—

-----

provided with

a splendid

cabin

—the whole Iqpgth of the vessel, and fitted
going to get their hands on them. Bo that up somewhat like the one on the City of
any one can aee that the bid wa# incom- Milwaukee. The furniture^ls of black
printing, and

how

Is

the County officials are

plete, and could not be entertained.But

walnut, upholstered with red plush, and

we are perfectlywilling to pul

a charitable

on the back of each settee sod chair the

constructionon the "over-sight”,and

Michigan coat of arms appears. Her en-

close gine,

Grocery House
1

—

-

r

JAMES RYDER,

of

an

the Goods are

Prop’r.

Having purchasedthe Interestformerlyowned
bv Mr. M. Seery.aud having leased my Hotel, I
will devote my entire attentionto the Grocery Bnalucsa,and thiTeforc respectfullycall the attention
of tho citizens of Holland to my new builneaa.
The store la on the

Cor.

5ilnm»i fltkitm, ud Futj

Eighth and Fish

St.

I will endeav(£to keep on hand a complete supply. aud fill all orders promptly to the beat of my
ability.

Give us a trial before
you judge us.

warranted

represented.

Jo^AlguIre

et. al. to George C. Stewart,n 34
a w 34 n w 34. aec. 84-7- -16 $400.
Isaac Cappon and wife to Abraham D. Van Pntten
w 34 a e 34 and w 34 ne 14, .aec 86-7— 15 $1000.
Abraham P. Hatch to Thomas Hefforan,Blk 5 Village Newburg on aec 8—7—14. $50.
Atty..to

Theodore L. Shepherd

SPECTACLES
*

—and a—

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
Come and examine our itoclh No

aw 34 a w J4 aec 6— 7- -15. $25.
trouble to show Goods.
John t ooney and wife to George Manafleld a 34 w 54
O.
nw 34 aec. 21-8-14. $560.
Robert Hewlett et. a]. t<> Mealy C. Akelev.Blka 4,
Holland. Mich., Jan. 1,
5 0, Monroe, Howlettand Cutler’a add. Grand
Haven, also piece lot 2. aec 27- S— 16. $80f ).
Healy C. Akeley and wife to Grand Haven Lumber
Co., Blka 4. 5. 8. Monroe, Ho. lett and Cutler a
add. Grand Havon, alao part 1^2, aec 27 9-16.
a

e

34 w 34 a e 34 aec 24-7-14. $80J.
Francis L. Cain and wife to Henry Soerhelden
e 34 n wJ4. aec 16-6-15.
,
Arena Jan Broekbnla and wife to Herman A. Wlegmink, nw 134 Acre# of w frl. # n w J4.««c»-

$33

$650.

1

Holland, April

4

**

4&-ly

~^and-—

JEWELRY STORE

TORE

S

*-~OF

>

STTEKETE

.

&

BOS,

J.

a* very

large and assorted stock of

ALBERS, DRY GOODS

8th Strbet,

HOLLAND, MICH.

Which we intend to keep aa complete as possi
ble

now for sale at $8. The entire atock on
band will be sold at that rate. Plated
ware, Spectacle*, etc., etc., will be told at
coat for the next 60 dayi.
Oct.

Sts.

Can now be found, not alone a complete atock
of Grocerloa.— alwys of tha Freabeat and Parest,
but also all klnda of Farmera Produce,Provisions,
Etc., Etc.
Alao

Clock! which have been sold for |4, are
the Phcenix Hotel they are agents

—

-

on the corner of River ft Ninth

CharleaA. Nichols Jr. and wife to WillardW.
Dickmon et. al. aw M «eM»ee 6-7-18. $1000,

AT

DRY GOODS
C.

THE

10-tf

GROCERY

GREAT REDUCTION
IN PRICES IN

1881.

13.

THE NEW

IN

BREYMAN.
1881.

RYDER.

JA8.

34

which is a “compound”of the last for the "Troy Steam Laundry”, In operato one of our inland seas, it is very proba- and most improved pattern,Is 27x44. In tion at Grand Rapids. All work will be
ble that the man who made the bid was fair weather she is calculated to make done io the best style and warranted.
[82— 4w.
about 13 miles per hour, loaded.
"half seas over.”

knowing that Grand Haven lies very

WARD

-Dealer in-

Jewelry, Wetches,

’

going to charge for cover paper, or cover her, and

FIRST

i.

On Saturday night the new iron probid of the Herald, aa reported by the peller Michigan, of the Goodrich Line,
Grand Haven papers and by herself, was arrived from Cleveland with a load of
entirely insufficient, and would have to be coal. The Michigan is built entirely of PoerG. van Tongerenand wife to Gerrit Venenga
• w 34 a w 34. aec 22-^-l5.$1000.
thrown out if it was the only one. it of- iron; even her main deck being of that Lucinda
Maxfleld to Joaeph A. BUkeney $ w *
«
34. aec 26-7— 14. SIC).
fered to do it for so much for composition; material, and Is calculated for winter servEgbert Port and wife to Hiram H. Hendriks, n w 34
•o much for press-workper token, (how ice between Gr. Haven and Milwaukee.
nw 34, aec 86— 7— 14. $50).
A. Blakeneyand wife to Jacob Ulnken w 34
many pages, eight or sixteen ?) So much She is made as strong as "wood and iron'* Joseph
w 34 1 e 34, sec *4—7—14. $1000.
for paper, and it don't say how much it ia (or rather, iron) can convenientlymake johnB. Foster and wife to Joseph A. Blakeney, w
book by

Proprietor.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICE.

Otto Breyman

Geert Vredeveld and wife to Gerrit Dina Vrcdeveld. 65 80-100 A. in ne 34 aw 34 aec. 86-5-16.
$100.
George W. Flak and wife to Luclen H. Cole n w )4
* w 34. aec. 23—8—14. $50.
Bryant Healey and wife to Julia E. Cole, 6 18-100
A In n w 34 a w 34. aec. 20-8-14 and a frl. part
n w )4 a w ‘4, aec. 10 78 — 14. $600.
Arle Pelgrim and wife to WilliamBorat. a piece of
land 6W R and 8H R in n w 34 of aec. 2° -5-14.
$900.
Gerrit L. Rlemcrsma and wife to Gerrit J. Boone,
n w )4
34 n w 34 aec. 15—5—15.$10<i0.
$1000.
Timothy
imothy Hall and wife to John Babbitt lot 2 Blk 2
Hopkfns
Add. Spring ----Lake. „$850.
Hopkft
ikft-------Lambert Geerllnga to John Nyenhula n 34 a 34 a e
)4. aec. 19-5-13. $2100.00.
Harm Bakkerct.nl. to Krret Sietaema * J4 e V4 n e
Gooh,
34se>4aude3iw34ne34 8 e34. aw- 31-5—13.
$100.
I have engaged the services of Mr. N.
Harm Bakker et. a’ to Harm Lodenatclnn *4 w 34
Reynolds,
Chicago,
expert
n e 34 a e 34 aud 4. 34 e !4 n e 34 b e 34< 8ec- 3,-5
_ }}}_ $4(10.
mechanic,
will do the repairingof
Harm Bakker to Bcrcnt ter Haar und. 34 *34 a e34 watches, bo that our work can be warsec. 81-5-18,$9C).
Geo. H. Robinson to Fred. Bieritnk,e34 8 eJ4 aec. ranted.
23-7-14.$1,400.
Lucy PicketttoHenry E. Williamson und. 34 lot
All
Ion Sec. 11-8-16. $311.
Chauncy C. Ogden and wife to John Sndyer 1 a In
to be just as
a e 34 a eJ4 aec. 16 -5— 16. $80.
Cornelius Van Zaudwlck and wife to Dcrk Van
I will also keep on hand a full line of
Zandwlck n)4 lot 12 blk 6 and 8x3 rods in n w cor.
lot 11 blk 8, both In Akeley’a add. Grand Haven.

ration would have taken place, as the Joseph Hlnman, per
where the

St.,

who

Creager & Go’s mattrassfactory, near the

in

89 Monroe

H.

Last Friday, at noon, the dry house of

a line

GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole

r. 6 In. off ea»t side ol *34 lot 6 blk 8, Haire
Tollord & Hancock’s add. Spring Lake. $25.
Judaon E. Rice and wife, to Elliot D. Wright a
a piece of land 60x114 feet, aec °8— 8— 14. $225.
Harm Kok and wile to Antonie Baert 42 14-100A.
being part n o 34 8 w 34. *ec. 36— 5— 16. $15’>0
Gerrit Dina and Bartel Vredeveld to Harm Kok.
42 14-100 A. being part n e 34 a w 34. »ec. 86-5-

16.

Price 50c per bottle.

15.

1881.

87-ly

embracing all the

latest

and beat made fabrice

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C.

Hollaid, Oct.

Itth,

STEKETEE k

1000/

BOS.
0S-ly

-

chanoed in, and
, you know I
hu4 to accommodate him.”
The sacerdotallaborer took his departure, after declining several invitations to drink from gentlemen in the
crowd who recognized him, and never
again called around to ascertainwhat
cause Had detained Jim Moore from attending morning service.
It was in these early days that claim
iml lot jumping flourished in Lendville.
U a man, after toiling for weeks or
months in a small shaft, chanced to
strike it rich, tidings of his good luck
would spread through the camp like
wild lire. In their greed for carbonates,
many men would forget their once-poor
companion had delved in the hard stone
and fireclay until he had fairly won his
prize,’ and their ruling thought was
through
_____ ^ what
_____
agency
___
__
he could
____ be dispossessedand his paying claim relocated. Claim jumping finally became qnite !
and mines had co be guarded |
a science, and
night and day. As the price of real es
late advaniced in the camp, lot jumping
became quite fashionable, and as a halfdozen land companies set up claipis to
the ownership of every foot of ground
between the Arkansas and the First

BY THE BITER,

Uity

BT LUCY LAB001L
Hirer, 0 Hirer,that tinge th ell night,
Nor welteetfor light
To ponr out thy mirth
Along the chill earth,
The words of thy tong let mo know.
“ 1 oome, and I go."
River, 0 River, with ewell and with fall,
Thy musical call
Waketh, summoning me;
What thought la In thee
That lulls me, yet rousesme so?
“ I come, and I go.”
River, 0 River, a word thou must giro
To help me to live.
Then sing on thy way;
Sing joy of to-day—
'Time's riQiiie,eternity’s flow.
1 come, and I go."

My second night in the Carbonate
camp a friend asked if I knew Jim
Moore. He remarked that I must make
the acquaintanceof the whitest man in
the mines before I conid hope to enter
Lekdville’sbest society. "We strolled
down from the Clarendon Hotel to the
house where Jim presided over a faro
lay-out, and I was introduced as “ the
new editor of the Chronicle." Moore
scrutinized me an instant with his hard,
steel-gray eyes, and then gave me a
hand-clasp which brought tears to my
eyes from its severitv. He smiled at
my wince of pain, and, as he drew in a
stack of blues from the queen-ten,said,

How. to Lift a Thfcsand Pounds.

Dumb-bells weighing not over five
pounds each are recommended, which
should be used regularly every morning
an evening for half an hour for a year.
By this time it will be found that the
muscles of the arms, legs and body will
have increased very much and become
exceedinglyfirm and hard. When this
condition has been acquired, then^ and
not till then, can a man think of lifting
heavy weights ; for if he cannot get hifc
muscles and nerves in thin healthy condition he can never become a lifter, even
with years of practice, as it takes
strength as well as slight to lift a heavy
weight. Some very good authoritiee
recommended lifting at the commencement, adding that “ you must not lift
too much.” But how can inexperienced
hands tell what is too much before they
(Thli en*r»TlngrtpntonUlb* lung* In a healthyaUte.)
find themselves permanently injured ?
After the year’s exorcisewith dumbbells or otherwise, as previously suggested, then a man who is not raptured 1
or otherwise injured cart commence a
IN
systematic course of lifting, starting with
not over one hundred pounds, which he
For Cnnuhi, Colda. Croup, Bronchltle and all
•thar affactions of the Throat and LIT .VON, It atanda
can lift as many times a day as he
uriraled and utterly beyond all competition.
disposed to do for one month. He can
then add another fifty pounds to the
HI
weight to be lifted during the second
month’s exercise, and so on, adding an It approachesae near a apeolfio that " Inaty flTe" pat
additionalfifty-pounds weight each cent, are permanently cored, where the direotlooa are
etrictlycomplied wltu. There ia no chemical or othaa
month for twenty months, then ho will ingredient* to harm the young or old.
be able to lift the great 1,000 pounds
without any danger of injuring him«elf. AS AN EXPECTORANTIT HAS NO EQUAL
IT CONTAINS NO OPIUM IN ANY FORM.
This is a general rale, and a result any
man with a sound body can reach if he J. N. HARRIS A CO., Proprietors,
only follows the prescribed course, and
CINCINNATI, O.
never tries to overdo the thing. If the
weight will not come up without too
FOR SALE BYJLL DRU6BI8T8.
much strain, stop, for it is too heavy
for you at'that point of your training.
To lift correctly and without danger a
person must stand erect, the heels on the
same line, the tows turned out, the shoulders thrown back and the body resting
squarely on the hips — the arms hanging
down by the sides. The legs should
then be bent merely enough to enable
the hands to grasp the handles or rings
of what you are to lift ; then lift by
merely straighteningthe legs, and not
by the arras or Ixxly. If you have to
strain, and the weight does not come up
freely,then you are attemptingtoo much,
and should try a lighter load. When
yon have become strong enough to Kft
one thousand pounds yon are in reality
a strong man, and should be perfectly
satisfied to let well enough alone, for
of all who attempt to exceed that point
there is not one man in one hundred who,
at some time or other, does not injure
himself for life. Some few do not, but
they are rare exceptions. — Exchanrjr,.

addressingme:
“ Wiiere from ?”
“ St. Louis,” I answered, as tersolj
River, 0 River, thy message Is clear.
ai the questionhad been put.
Chant on, for I hear.
____ enough.” was his
ins response.
“Good
“ What the mountains give me
Bear 1 forth to the sea.
and he went on between cards asking
Life only thine to bestow.
question after question as to people
I come, and I go."
whom he had known in that city.
River, 0 River,thy secret of power
D'sirousof gaining his good-will I
I win from this hour
placed
a $10 note on the ace, playing it
Thy rhythm of delight
open. “ Please don’t do it,” said he.
Is my song In tuS night
I am glad with thy gladness; for, lot
“It breaks me all up to have friends
I come, and I go.
nlav
at mv table. If you want $50 or
—Harper'* Maacuini.
$100 take it out of the drawer, but for
range
one hand, and Cali- God’s sake don’t play faro 1”
When the Vigilantes were organized
fornia gulch and Tennessee Park
against the leeches of the mines, who reon
the
other,
the
only
bill
of
sale
recogin the
nized as genuine was a Winchester rifle joiced in the title of “The Law and
and a pair of self-cockingrevolvers. Order Abiders,” Jim took no part. “ It
Mines.
There was seldom an hour in the day or ain’t my funeral,” he exclaimed.“1
Jim Moore was one of the most night that was not broken by an ex- can’t shake the boys, nor I can’t go
widely-known characters in the great change of rifle and pistol shots over back on the good people here. So 1
Carbonate Camp ouring the winter of some disputed mining claim or staked- guess I’ll take a reserved seat on the
7&-y, and bis popularity did not wane off lot in the heart of the young city. fence and pass myself off for a statesto any perceptibleextent until the first Might in those days made right ; there man. ”
The rough element concluded in Noweek in March, 1880, when he joined was no law, and an occasionallynching
the church, forsook politics, and per- bee only served to incite men on to vember, 1879, that Leadvillo had no
.mitted the Democrats to elect a Mayor more cruel and daring extremes. The need for newspapers, and in accordance
camp at this time containedabout 10,000 the proprietors, publishers,editors and
-and two of the six Aldermen which comsouls, and when I write that of this reporters of the three daily papers were
prised the Common Council of Leadnumber at least two- fifths were gam- ordered out of town. The outlook was
’vilie. Col. Jim was not handsome by
any means, but what he lacked in per- blers, thieves, highwaymen and assas- decidedly unpleasant, for, while men felt
sonal appearance< was made np for in sins I simplv state facts. Men who en- loth to desert their property, they know
dured so many hardships and lived up that their lives were imperiled by regreatness and kindness of heart. He
in the heart of the Rocky mountains maining. I paid a visit to Jim Moore
stood stood five feet nine inches in bare
two miles above the level of the sea, and briefly explainedthe situation.
.feet and in his knee- top patent-leather
“I catch on,” said he, “and I shall
forgot all except that they must acquire
boots he was a good inch taller. His
riches, and it was immaterial to them slide down from the fence. I propose
weight never exceeded one hundred and
how they became wealthy. Every base to deal faro in this camp until I get
{forty pounds ; yet he was an athlete and
passion was quickenedto such an ex- ready to leave, and if aiy one dared to
boasted of muscles that were as hard as
tent that the old adage of “ honor among interfere with me there would be a cir-iron. No one knew his age, but his
thieves ” was even forgotten. Now all cus and menageiie turned loose in
home had once been in Evansville, Ind.,
fifteen seconds; and they have actually
is changed, and the only monuments to
and he was intimately acquainted with the winter, spring and summer of 1879 ordered the newspaper men out of
Frank M. Gilbert, one of ttie brightest in Leadvillo are two well-filledceme- town?v’ he half questioned,*and still
•aditors of that little Hoosier city and teries.
they call themselves sports.”
was never so happy as when narrating
On the oorner of Harrison avenue and
He practiced a new shuffle for a few
some boyish fiasco wherein Gilbert was Skate street an old withered —
hag of a minutes, then, tossing his cards into the
one of the principalcharacters. His washerwoman from Denver, by the name drawer, said:
.forehead was high and narrow, hair so
of Ray. had pitched her tent. A dwarfed “ cfo back to the boys and tell them
black that it glittered in the light of pine stood about the center of three to scribble their lies in peace. I shall
•day, eyes of the color of steel gray, nose lota she had staked off, and tjiis pine pay a visit to the Law and Order Abid-a decided pug, mouth as large as Emily waa made to do service aa^ center-pole er8 and convince them in a very few
Holdene’s,lips almost os thm as paper, for her canvas mansion. The desirable minutes that newspapers are the salvateeth irregular and ghastly white, chin location of these lots excited the enpidi- tion of this mining camp.”
Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Homesteads.
and under iaw massive, cheek bones
One of the lleaNOimble Plca»iirn*
That night the roughs held a meeting,
The first requirement is that the per- of life, a properly cooked meal, afford* litlleor no pre*
and when the whitest man in the mines
son has served for ninety days in the ent enjoyment,and much auliaequenttorture, to a con
strode into their midst and took a- seat
firmed dyapeptlo. But when chronic indication
had wresried with chills and fever in the ! dealerin his chair and walked out on on the platform he was cheered heartily. army, navy, or marine corps of the combated with Hoatettor'a Stomach Bitter*, the food li
United
States
during
the
rebellion,
bus
lowlands of Arkansas from the day of the street for exercise and a breath of He announced the object of his call
eaten wttlireliahand. moat lroi>orUntof all. la aaalrai
remained loyal to the government, and lated by and nour ahea the ryatein.Uae tb a erandtonk
his
j the pure cold air which sweeps down
briefly and emphatically,and swore by
By avocation J^m Moore was a gam- from snow-cappedmountain tops. He all the hoop poles in Posey county that has been honorably discharged.The and corrective alto to remedy constitution, blllontneM
next privilege such soldier or sailor has rh^umatiam, fever and acne.
Ibler. He found his *ay to Leadville in | niui been dealing steadily tor seven
he would shoot the first man who went
fW For tale by all DruggiaU and Dealer* generally.
is, “ such homestead settler shall be
.November, 1878, and took rooms on Lower hours, and the fumes of liquor and
fooling around a newspaper office or
dhestnut street, his meals at the Ton- ! smoke in the gaming room had served gunning for newspaper men. He was allowed six months after locating his
homestead,and filing his declaratory
•tine restaurant,and dealt faro in the to make him weak and dizzy. Ae he
respectedand feared b;
enTexas saloon on Harrison avenue. The strode up Harrison avenue, in the direc/first day in camp no one paid him a l tion of Capitol Hill, it seemed to him
Liiut he
ne nau
iuwj
second thought, and his table was that
had sieppeu
into uuuidici
another ciuuc.
clime.
*
y
A stepped
^ *rn
A aa ^ aa 1 \ ft VV\ nil
patronizedby strangers alone. The second
“d han^.thjm totoemlterof a builddTucted S.'m th“ time
day June Richards, the camp bully,
“ The news papers did not hang th em,” heretofore required to perfect title ; or if
charged him with turning “ top and upon the bosom of the blast which
ramvT from t.ha
Til V came with
J Jim
f:
«< It was the Vigilantes.”
Virrilan
the west. They
with said
Moore, “it
j discharged on account of woumls rebottom.” Jim was shuffling the cards, raged
“But did not the papers counsel i ceived or disability incurred in the line
preparing for a fourth deal, and he stinging force, and were so fierce that
lynching us ?” asked the leaders ot the 0f duty, then the term of enlistment
Without
promptly knocked Richards down with the streets were almost deserted.
Order band.
—
shall be deducted from the time heretoJim Moore paused. The blast had Law and v.-w.
the heavy silver box. When the bully
“ What if they did?” was Jim’s reply. ^ fore required to perfect title, .without
relumed to consciousness he saw that borne to his ears an unusual sound. It
“
Ain’t
this a free country, and don’t the | reference to the length of time he may
was
a
woman’s
shriek
for
help.
He
had
•Jim had procured a fresh box and was
TKADBMAB&
arrived at the corner of Main street, . constitution provide for
----a
free press
r --?- Of
-- have served: “But no patent shall
•dealing us though nothing had occurred.
Is s sovereign remedy for all forme of Uver
and,
turning,
beheld
a
tiny
tongue
of
: course it does, and I iust feel like shoot- issue to any homestead settler who has
The crowd fell back in anticipation of
and Stomach troublee, and ie the ONLY
on exchange of pistol-shots,but Richards fiame a block below. A shanty on fire ing somebody who wants to insult the not reside coupon, improved, am1 cultivat- SAFE and ABSOLUTE cure for Blalarla la
ed his homestead tor a period of at least Ns various types.
remarked that lie was no hog, know was his first thought, but by the time constitution and foe American flag.”
he
gained
the
Chronicle
office he saw
When
one
of
Wall
&
Witter
s
stages
one year after he shall have commenced
when he had enough, and left the house
DT. Holman*! Pad ! a genuine and radit was Mrs. Ray’s tent The tarred can- , capsized a few miles below Leadville,
Ids improvements.” No matter what
to spend his money in the Little Church
kal remedy,WITHOUT TAKING MEDICINE.
vus burned fiercely,ahd by its light he ; and Rev. Mr. Pickett, who was riding in persons say who solicitthe privilege of
,
It was the FIRST article of the kind that was
saw four men and recognized them as ! the boot with the driver, was crushed to locating homesteads iu the name of solOn the fourth day of Jim’s sojourn in
Introduced to the public generally.It was ths
^nDM^’and^suBBOThfa UWrnhy 1 diers and sailors, at considerable expense, ORIGINAL PAD, and waa dtvlaad by DR.
camp a reckless prsopectorby the name lot-jumpers. One had choked the old
when there is no prospectof settling on
woman nigh unto death, and his com- i toward- defraying
. •
---- 1
his funeral.
of Mooney, who had backea the aovenHOLMAN alona.
the land selected ; soldiers and sailors
panions stood by, pistols in hand, to
But the Saturday night that Jim conspot heavily to lose when the seven had
Ha struck out from (he beaten path and mada a
will
observe
the
important
requirement
of
NEW WAY. No aoonar had ha rendered the uawon, called the man from Indiana a tin- prevent any attempt on the part of a cluded to quit dealing faro and go to
couple of pedestrians,who had halted preaching will long be remembered in at leant one year1* actual bona fide resi- dertaking a CERTAINTY than the Imitatom
kora gambler, and threw his heavy
across the street, at extinguisliing the Lake county, Col. He stopped in the dence and cultivation of the homestead. and Pi KATES who hang to and Infest ever seebowie-knife ocroes the lay-out. Jim
Respecting the five-year homestead, ceesfulenterprise,etarted up and have since foL
flames. On the ground was a tent middle of the deal and removed the
oould not wink at such a breach of etiwhich they hod brought with them, and cards from the box, explaining that all the homestead law says : By making lowed In hie footatapaas closely as the law will
quette, and shot Mooney through the
an entry an inceptiveright is vested in
it was their intention to eject the washtolerate.
bets were off, that the cases were off,
heart without rising from his chair. An
the settler, and his final title depends on
erwoman by an incendiaryact and then and that he had dealt his last card.
Agalnrtthese De. HOLMAN gfraa SPECIAL
inqueet was held, and, as all the gentle“What is the matter, Jim?” cried a his residence upon,)and cultivationof, the WARNING. Not only do they FAIL TO CURB,
man present at the time of the shooting take possession of the vacated lota.
land embraced in his claim. Tins resi- but in disappointing tha purchaserthey bring
dozen in one voice.
proi
mounted it an act* of self-defense,
and cultivation must continue five doubt and odium on tha principalof Ahaorp*
The
man
from
Indiana
understood
the
'Nothing,”
he
replied,
“onlyfimtl
•Jim was back at the
uiu taoie,
--- ---uvuwig,
— - dence
table, dealing,
years,
unless lie was a soldier or sailor tton, of which Dr. Holman»a Pad latha
within a few hours following the tragedy, situationat a glance, and, with a lew fiave concluded that preaching,and not
'This event sent hia stock away above quick bounds was, within the glare of , dealing, is my trade. You may call me in the late war ; or if he prefers to pay GENUINE and ONLY TRUE EXPONENT.
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he

par, and from that day he was recognizedtne burning tent. Two shots were fired
and the ‘whitest man ip the
film by the
tfie lot-jumpers,an
and then
* to-night, but hereafter yon must
on the street by the first gamblers of at him
"" v'~
returnedtheir fire. At the first report aiway8 address me as Mr. Moore.”
Colorado.
en
The hronrietor
proprietor of the house endeavIn the meantime a Methodist parson of hia nistol one went down with a bulhis forehead, ored to induce Jim to remain, but he
hod come to the mines, and was en- let hole in the center
i was
was firm in his intention.
deavoring to raise a sum of money and
also
lying
m
tne
snow
wun
a
suavvereu
14 You might offer me $1,00U a,mm> sufficientto bnild a
place of worship.
thigh.
By
this
time
a
dozen
men
were
; nte,” said he, “ and it would not influ•Jim called on the parson, extorted a
promise from him that he would not on the scene, and the remaining two ence me in the least. I have done a terbacked off in the directionof the rude i riffle lot of harm guiding the Royal Ben•play faro, kenoor draw-poker, npr be
Theater Oomique, with* pistols standing gai> and now I intend to do a powerful

1

,
|

|

;

i

;

cock.

i

for his land, or at private entry,

he may

Every imitation ia an

emphaticendoree-

after six months’ settlement and cultivation! make the necessary proof. This

ment of the

early payment is called commuting
homestead entry. Such homestead set-

Each Genuine Holman Pad bears
the Private Revenue Stamp of the

tler (an ex-soldier or sailor) shall

lowed

six

months

after locating his

be alhome-

substantial worth of the genuine

article. A poor one

la

never copied.

HOLMAN PAD

CO., with the above Trade.
Mark printed in green. Buy Non* Without IU

and filing his declaratory statement, within which to make his entry FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
and commence his settlement and im- Or tent by mail, post-paid,on receiptof $1.00.
provement.Another point is covered DR. HOLMAN’S advice la rasa. Foil treatise
•ent fret on application. Address
by rulings of the department,as follows
After a soldier has resided on liis homemr. N. Y.
stead long enough to make his militaiy IP, O. Bn 01111 744 Breadway.
service five years, further residence is
unnecessary to secure patent
stead,

\too hard on the sporting men of the
| lot of good. Barkeeper, drinks for the
camp— and then set about taking up a at full
house at my expense.”
collection. He prepared a list, subJim Moore did some missionary work
scribed $50 by way of a beginning, and
When Mrs. Ray realized that she had
in Leadville. His sermons were always
then circulated the paper around the been saved, she went down upon her
brief but forcible,and were interspersed
saloons and gaming tables, swearing knees to the courageous gambler who
with slang phrases acquired at the gamPUv*. Guide Book*. Speaker*.P*nUmilm^T*bJe*ux
that any sport who declined to chip ill had come to her rescue.
Ught*, Magnesium Light*.Colored F ™. Burnt Cork.
Why We Die Early.
ing table. About the 1st of April, 1880,
was no friend of Jim Moore’s. The re“ I don’t know your name,” she cried,
he set out for Gunnison City, on snowSome of the reasons why men catch
sult was that Leadville poeslssed s in deep tones of emotion, the tears
shoes. saying that bft “felt called npon cold and find premature (paves
•church before Christmas.He attended all the while conning down her to wrestle with the Gunnison
uunmuou heathen.
ubuuuju.
A M»X. liW K. 14th Ht.. New York.
_
Living nine-tenthsof their days in the
the dedicatory services, led m singing wnnkled and weather-stamedface ; “but i He
not arrive at Gunnison, nor did
and passed the hat around twice, once one thing I do know, Goddess you! • he rehirn
Leadville. His strange house; breathing house air; blenching
B? 8UNL,BHT
-Sefore the sermon and once following it You are the whitest man in the mines !
unaccounted for nn- in the house, and getting thin and sallow
:

HOLMAN PAD c9i

!
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a
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at church, and in the afternoonthe par-

•on called at the Texas House to inquire
j if Mr. Moore was indisposed. He found
- Jim dealing, and a
throng of miners
» about the table.
** No foolishnesshere, parson,” said
- Jim sternly, as he paused with hia fingers
• on the soda
44 Certainly not I shall not intorrapt,” replied the reverend gentleman,
in an apologetictone, “but I did not
see you at worship this morning ?"
11 No,” said Jim, slightly mollified,
44 and 1 expect your hat came bock

card.
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er Chestnut street, and he was advised
to leave the camp as soon as he could
travel Henceforth Jim Moore was universally spoken of as “ the whitest man
in the mines,” and Mrs. Ray was never
tired of singing his praise. The washerwoman is now quite wealthy. A few
weeks following the destructionof her

^
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in the

house.

Sitting

down

to eat, tired >

and perspiring, and then wondering why
lectors penetratedthe gnlcheson Taynothing “ touches the right spot” and
one’s food seems to do no good.
Soaking and scrubbing oneself to death
in

daily hot baths. •
Taking a health papei and trying to

the position of the body they judged
that the unfortunateman had accident- live

ally

_

:

fallen into the fissure. Frank
Pritehard, one of the party of prospectors, who had loitered Dehind testing the
rocks, came np to his companions, cast
one glance at the remains, and said, witfi
great emotion:
tent she sold ofie of the lots for $14,000,
“ Heavens, boys, this is the body of
and with this sum erected oommodions
remaining two, which Jim Moore, the whitest man in ths
buildings on the
1
mines 1 ”
yield ahandso

np

__

to its directions.
Going to lied hungry. Getting crazed

With an idea that
nights.

it is

unhealthy to eat

Jilin

I

Ullli and GASLIGHT

Great imerffan Metropoli* of.To-fay,
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Wanted Par

Life of

GARFIELD

It has been found by practical experi-

ment

that the weight of very heavy
clothing diminishes the respiratory capacity of the lungs from twenty to
twenty-five per cent.

only authentic and fall; illustratedlife of our martyred
Pr-ildent.Fine iteel portrait*.Extra term* to Agents.
Circular* free.

Addre**

'

Natwkal Pubuihiko Co. ChioirxUL

The great Junius said he never knew
a rogue who was not unhappy. Of
The tortoise has not accomplished the
course not. It is the rogues who ore
feat of taking off its flesh and sitting in
not known who are the happy ones.
Carrying

The Canse of Earthquakes.

Dr. K. Yon

Fritach, of Halle, dis-

cusses the subject of earthquakes in the
Vo'handlungen of the Berlin Geographical Society. He maintains that the
cause of earthquakesmust be sought for
at a rather small depth, the greatest

done the next thing
to it It is the first example of a skeleton brought to the surface ; the back is
incapableof movement, and the scales
with which a less ambitious reptile Is
content have developed into the horny
shield which covers it, while the bones
of the breast have developed into a box
capable of containingthe creature, head
and legs and all. In fact, if we belonged
to a past generation when inane plava
upon words were token for wit, we should
have most probably said that the chest of
the tortoise is a box to hold its trunk.
The horny integument of the Schildkrote, “shield-toad,” as our Teutonic
brethren so graphically call him, is
scarcelyless rich in associations than
his family name, suggesting,among a
crowd of other memories, the high tortoise-shellcombs, short waists, whist and
pump-room manners of the beauties of

its bones, bat it has

depth ascertained not exceeding ten or
fourteen miles, and usually far less, while
rather feeble forces produce earthquakes
which are felt at great distances. It is
known that Krupp’s hammer, which
weighs 1,000 centlnfrs,and falls from a
heighth of three meters, produce sensible concussionson a surface of eight
kilometers diameter; wh’le the recent
explosion of the Leimbach dynamite
manufactory was felt at Halle and Mersel>erg, forty-one and forty-tive kilometers
distant. While showing how easily concussions are produced by causes com
paratively feeble, I)r. Fritsch points out

how

earthquakes might bo and must be
produced by the increase and decrease
of volumes of rocks under the influence
of physical and chemical forces, and by
concussions, by the opening of crevices
in rocks, and by the subsidence of
masses of rocks due to these agencies.

the Regency.

•

Many

schists are subjected, as is known,
and when crevices arise the
schists must enter into oscillationswhich
to extension,

must produce very varied phenomena,
according to the direction and the force
of the oscillations,much like to what is
seen in the oscillationsof tuning-plates.

KEKTOItED FROU A DFC

Skeleton Ontolde.

flis

I.IVI’.

Nouth Gueece,

N. Y., April 25, 1880.
Da. 11. V. 1'ieboe, buffalo, N. Y.: Dear Sir :
I feel it my duty to write and thank you for what
your •* Mtidicftl’PiBcoYerY"and “ I-'avontoProscription” have done for my daughter.It is
now five weeks since she began lhair use. She
is mere fleshy,has more color in her face, and
is in other wavs greatly improved.

In youth we feel richer for every new
maturer years for every one
we lose.
illusion ; in

Bed-HuKai Hone

The Dr. Harteu Medicine Company, of St
Louis, Mo., is one of the most honoraole and
substantial establishments
in the country. Db.

Hauter’b Iron Tonic is one of the standard
and most- highly-esteemedpreparationsof the
day, and justly enjojB a wide and increasing
Bale. This is brought about by tho high merit
of the goods and the judiciousand extenaive
manner in which they are advertisedthroughout the country. Laudatory columns might lie
easily written in their praise, but, with goods bo
able to speak for thoniHelves,simple facts servo
a better purpose.—Dt* Moines (Iowa) Western

Farm

The arrangementfoi

disadvantages, too.

How,

failed to give immediate relief when used in
cases of Bummer Complaint,Cholera-inf an turn,
or paina in tho stomach. Mothem, when your
little darlings are suffering from these or kindred causes, do not hesitate to give it a trial
You will surely bo pleased with tho charming
effect Be sure to buy Dr. WiucbeU’s Teething
Syrup. Sold by all druggists. Only 25 cents
per bottle.

For

dyki’Kiwia. indigestion,depressionof
spirits and general debility in their various
forms, also ns a preventiveagainstfever and
ague and other intermittent fevers, tho Fkhrj

for instance,
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BALM FOR EVERY WOUND
MAN AND BEAST!

{A

01

[THE0LDE8TABE8TLINIMI
EVER KADI

SALES

DT

AXEBIOA.

LAKGER THAI Z7KB.

I The Mexlctn Hnstanjr Liniment hi
been* known fov more than thlrty-flt

1

years as tho bolt of all Liniments, *
Its sales to-day
[larger than ever. It cures when
| others fall, and penetrates skin, t« '
[and muscle, to the very bone,
| every whore.
I

[Man and Beast.

i

vv'OP

DOES
IWONDERFUL
CURES!

'that Mr. Alter! Guenther, under
“Can I see the lady of the house?” inWild's Motel, has used that remarkaA tonic administeredthrough the stomach is
quired the peddler.
hie remedy, st. Jacobs Oil, foraseverc
generallyexci aul, and apt to derange luuc“Well, yes, yo« can if you ain’t
•use of rheumatism,and it cured him
tioual action, but Dr. Holman’s Pad supplies
if by magic."
blind!” snapped ths woman who had
the tonic by absorption,nud is therofoie the
answered the bell.
proper form of it medial application.A trial 6.000 AGENTS WANTED, TO SELL THE UFE OF
“Oh, beg pardon, madam ; you are
will prove how importantis this form of cure.
Cured of Drinking.
the lady of the house, then?”
“A youug friand of miuo wan cured of & inThere is but one real cure for baldness—
“Yes, I ami What d’yer take mo satiable thirat for liquor, which had bo pros- Carbolink, a deodorizedextract of petroleum, Complete, Including Hlx Death and Bnrlnl.
fur? Did yer think I woe the gentleman trated him that ho was unable to do any buui- a natural Hair Restorer.As recently improved,
JHttrtrttod.New Steel Portraitof OAKof the house, or the next door neighbor, noBB. Ha was ontiraly cured by the ubc of Hop Carboline is tree from any objection.The Fl hliD.tbe fineat ever nude. Portrait* of hlaWlf#
and
Mother,
Oniteaa,the Barreona,th* Cabinet28oene
IfittorB. It alUyad all that burning thirst, took best hair dressing known.
or one of tiie farm hands, or the cat, or
of the Hhooting; the Blok Chamber, the Funeral Paaway the appetite for liquor,made his nervee
Baant, Ac. The only complete and authentic work.
the ioe-chist?”
steady, and ha has rumaiuod a sober and
for^ncnla drat In the
The sales of the Frazer axle grease are in- Ih17L,,.Va.J!or.t.un£
“I didn’t know, mndame, but you steady man for more than two yearn, and has creasing
even- day, because it is as good as repmight be the youngest daughter.”
no dcaire te return to hhi oupe. I know of a resented.
number of oflaers that have be?n cured of
“ O, did yer? Well, that was uat’ral,
For Rheumatism,Sprains and Bruises, nsg
too,” replied the lady of the house, drinkingby it."— From a leadingK. R. official,
j

_

rerewwawal^Am #•(«>,

vuiuuio.
v\ABa«vu«aetiyvji mi »XJ- —
--m - —
take orders for from SO to 10 oopiae daily. Outsell • any
other IxKik ten to one. Agent* never made money a*
feat. The book sails Itself. Experience not necessary.
Failure unknoam. All make Immense profits. Private
terms free. Okohox Stinson A Co., Portland,Main*

our reporter in the following words:
• The senior member of this linn was
attacked with sciatic rheumatism
aUnit December loth last, nml for four
weeks succeeding Feb. loth, could
scarcely leave his room. He used 8t.
Jacobs Oil, and is now able to teat
Ids place of business,feelingnot much
the worse for bis recent affliction.
The inference is convincing. The
run which Sr. JaiobsOilis having
is. we say, unnr ect dented, and the nrilelc is rapidlydisplacing all other
rheumatic remedies as lust as its virnies become known.
'Edgar T. 1‘nlge, Fsq.. dmpgist,
writes ns from Chicopee Falls, say*
ihe Springfield(Mass.) Bq/vbliian,

For Headache,Constipation, Liver Complaint
and all biliousderangements of the blood, there
is no remedy as sure and safe as Eilert’sDaylight Liver tills. They stand unrivalled in removing bile, toning the stomach and in giving
healthy action to the liver. Bold by all druggists.

WEBR.

A
$11 a day at home easilymade. Ooetly
£• nntffr free. Addreaa TlUX A Go.. Augusta,Bfa

I

GARFIELD— Agent* wanted
rtaa*

to

Phosphorated Elixir okCalimaya Bark, made
by Caswell, Hazard A Co.. New York, and sold
by all druggists, is the best tonic, and for patients recoveringfrom fever or other sickness
•t has uo equal.

does a torteise manage m those cases
which a cow providesagainst by a rubbing post? Supposing it to be possible
for him to suffer from any such inconvenience, he would be even worse off than
a medimval Kuight armed cap-a-pie,
beneath whose steel panoply a specimen
of the domestic pulex had secreted it
self. — Saturday Review.

Yours truly. Mbs. Mabcella Myebs.

___

Journal._ _

Da. Winchell s Teething Byrup has never

wearing the skeleton outside, and packing the whole body away in the case
formed by it, is convenient,but not an
absolute protectionagainst foes. The
lithe and wily panther,for instance, has
a habit of insertinghis paw into the
opening left for the protrusionof the
head, and thus extracting the animal.
The turtle, moreover, is at a disadvant
age when turned over ou its hack, which
is a favorite method of securing those
which oome ashore to lav their eggs.
Against ordinary dangers the thick shield
is a very useful safeguard ; but the impossibility of receiving any impression
through the skin of the body must have
its

he*,

ants.

insects,cleared out
ou Rats." 15c., druggists.

by "Bough

9

The small boy’s idea of genuine
cnmlbrt and happiness was to be
pitched Into a pond of Ice cream w hose
•diores were made of sponge cake.
His misery was tho absenceof these
pleasant substances.That boy simply
represents humanity. Comfort is appreciatedby contrast— we enjoy a
thing in proportion to our conception
of tho disadvantagoH
of our deprivation thereof.This applies to material
things as well os to Immaterialconsiderations.The icicle, whose appearance in the wintry cold and
bleakness sends the shiver of discomfort throughtiro observer, would suggest notions of the coolest comfort In
not and sultiy days of the summer
season. And in both seasons— that
In which tho Icicle flourishes best
and In the one wherein its absence is
conspicuous—that most uncomfortable and torturing disease, rheumatism, plcutifiillyabounds, causing
pain and agony to myriadsof people.
Aud yet it need not be thus aliliclive
if sutlorcrswould only use St. Jacobs
On., the surest, safest and K]>ocdiest
remedy In the w hole world for the
eradication and cure of rheumatism
and nil painful (illmcnts. The following from the K ochester (Ind.j Sentinel
shows how some people attend to their
rheumatism: “when n young husband had gone from home, nml with
fond solicitude telegraphedhis little
wife-1 What have you for breakfast,
and how's the baby?’ he received the
brief, practical and suggestive reply—
• Buckwheat cakes nml the measles.'
We have the report of n ease in oqr
midst, not where measles was In the
bill or faro, but where sciatic rheumatism confined Mr.J. Dawson, the wellknown Rochester druggist, to his
room for n long period. It was stated

There’s plenty in this country.— AYeubenville Herald.

ratB, eats, mice,

*70

COMFORT BY THE WAY.

iBecaisd it action tbs

LIVER, ROWELS

|

and KIDXKTS at thi santo tint*.
Baoauaa It cleanaeathssyitemofthapolaon-l
humors that da velopain Kidney and Dri[nary Dlsoasee.DUlousnsas,Jaundice, Const*,
[patlon, Piles, or in Hheumattem,Neuralgia,
[NervousDliordere and Fecial* Complaint*.

PRESIDENT GARFIELD.

OU*

|

I

'

;

i

What d’yer want, sir?”
Then the peddler displayed his wares,
aud when he left that doorstep half an
hour later, his face was full of pleasure.
and his pockets were full of money. He
understood human nature and had made
a good sale.— ZtoflfonTranscript.

_

‘•Golden Medical DisoovEnv" (Trademark regiBtered) in uot only a aowroign remedy for consumption,but also for conunmptive
uight-Hweats, brouchitia, coughs, spittingof
blood, weak luiign, Bkortnwu of breath and
kindred affectionsof tho throat and chest By

_

druggists.

A Mrs. Jenkens,

in Boston, has sued
her husband for divorce on tho grounds
of desertion. As an instanceof what
people in the nineteenthcentury may 1m3
led to, the following instances leading to
this suit will be interesting : Nine years
ago in Georgia they became followers of

one Curro, who claimed that he was the
Prophet Elijah, risen from the dead. Ho
was eventually to have 144,000 followers,
but actually had only about 100, who

Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment,sold by

Chicago,III.— rime*.

“

all

The Fuel

i

;

i

;

of the Future.

The National Gazette makes the following announcement in regard to the
use of petroleumas fuel : “ We shall
soon lie able to announce a wonderful
stride in the mechanical appliancesfor
using liquid fuel for generating steam
in both marine aud land boilers. The
matter is in the hands of practical men,
who will soon demonstrate they cun
make from twenty-eight to thirty galIons of crude petroleum, costing from
eighty-five to ninety cents, do the work
of a ton of coal, costing from $4 to
$4.25, without dirt or smoke, and when,
as in the case of a large steamer carrying from forty to forty-fivemen in the
fire-room, one man in each will be abundantly able to keep up a uniform pressure of steam at all times. Liquid fuel
is the intervening step between coal and
electricity,which will in due season furnish motion for the world.’’

druggists.

tWCiiirflchlnml Family. plegsntonjrrsvInB.lDiSt.
Kent forJM (itamps). Shkkhy A Co.;it3Barclay St,N.Y.

Times.

|
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III-AI.TII.
It i* stiangernyunowil) ruder (mm dernniriwnto
brought nn by Im’iiin1blood, when SCO V ILL’S SARSA-

I

j

ganization.It Is n ttrengt benlng rynip, p.easttiit to Like,
and the BEST BLOOD PURIFIER ever dUcoverwl,
cuilng Sciofuls, Sypiiil t.c diMinlen,Weakness of tho

1

1

!

:

j

;

j

_

Kidneys, Kryatpe as, Mnlnria, Nervous dLordon, Debit,
tty, Bd.nur complaint*, and DtreaMa of the Blood, Liver,
Kidneys,Sunnacli, Sk n. etc.

BAKER'S PAIN PANACEA cunt pain

__

heart.

DR. ROGER'S WORM

man and

DreuLL’s

ii

for Clcrg) men.
Waabiugion, D. C., writes: "I
believe it to be all wrong and even wicked for
clergymen or other public men to be led into
giving testimonialsto quack doctors or vile
stuffs c&l.cd medicines,nut when a really meritorious article is made of valuable remedies
kuown to all, that all physiciansuse and trust
hi daily, we should freely commend it. I
thereforecheerfully and heartily commend
Hop Bitters for the good they have done me
auu my Ineod.-, tirmly behuviug they Lave no
equal tor faiuilv use. I will not be without
them.’’— Amc Yu- k Baptist Weekly.

-

;

Ihty girt

If

oaleal Journal

Addro** F. Brahm,Erle,Pa-

“I'M not an astronomer,” remarked
old man Jones to his wife the other night
coming in off the porch, where he had

_
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bn*, or u> TIIICKCV, STXXXUTHtX m4
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LECTRIC LIGHT! fb”

“•them

may aare yourllft.lt ha»M* aT*d bundreda.
« $500 will be paid for a cal“ they wfll not
cure or help. Do not suffer %°rict Jew friends
offer, but uaa and urge them%*0ui* Hop B
Remember, Hop Bitters la no^A T^*» drugged
drunkeu nostrum,but the Puresi^^* n 11 Best
Medicineever made ; the “UVALIDfi^^
and HOPE’* and no person or family^

WNKRV0U8 DEBILITY, Iret Manhood,
•nd impaired power* cured hy MATH KWH'

It

Improved F.lectro- Magnetic Belt *nd Alounbanl
*1*6 of Pad, 7x10 Inohoa—four
time* larxer than other*. Do not purebtseany
old-Rtyleik'in Belt* when you can get the biteaiJimprovedfor $3. “ F.lectricLight," a M-onlamn
|pan«r, rent free unsealed ; sealed. 6c.
D. 8. I).
A CO..
M, M and Wl Fifth Avenue, Chicago,IQ.

Pan combined;

_

U.

MATHKWfi

shouldbe withoutthem.
D.lfO.t" ^ absolute and irreaiatlblecure]
forDninkenneea,
use of opium, tobaccoaad
narcotica All aold by drugirlsU. Send i
for Circular Bey Bittersflfy. C*^ J
Rochester.N.Tand Toronto. Ont,

0. N.

wm/m

iKndormmd mnd ruswuh

imtmdrd bp themodi-\
float pro/esoion, farl
ease*, frant mf FttalVffV, Morvoum Frosfra-f

l«an, mnd Ctewwal— W

l*ns»*e/V*w»NVwr*,tea/

__

preparation mf fV*-l
toarute of Iron. Feres-

vimn Bark, and Phmm

I

|

phatoo, amooriatmd
teith the I'eaet

\AromaSieo. If to
levery purpote tohtro
TNI Dfli

HARTER MEDICINE

CO..

10. til pllTH MAIN ITIiiT, ST.

HatIbi •iroiilJTs# ytsre ketwwaTlfe
aag4,*u wlih AtTMHA or MY)
elctMea*dre<alviB«k*beae(itl
wucomMllrtdsriBf te* Urtfve y,ai* el u> IJl**«ete
d*yMdals1)t(taylaf
for hrMlbimyeafT,rlD((war* Ixyoad deecrtefleu. la deoiulr I

|

{KSSIWBIL

VelothionliSt-oo*^ bound,

MANHATTAN BOOK CO

.

1*

V.

*»

only 4oru.
Aw.
Uth SL. X.T. F.tt Box 4MA

for

A

i

bUmi

fullTtaiiei,
eraraaitadft .

,

positive cure for all female complaints.

45

allx*d almost Immediate and wonderful result*.Tb*old
______ energy returnedand I found that my naturalforugwas not permanently abated.I have used thro* bottteso:
boWtes of tb* Tonic. Kino* wing It Ihnv* donu twice ib* Ubor that I ever did in th* same Urn* daring my ill
liln***,and with double tb* mm. With th* trnnyulln*r*w
aad vigor of body, baa oome also a cl—rae** of
'k.Ikaow
vork.
I know not what. I tire it th* credit.
J^WATSOirfertw c£^n^ureh.BTrir,0.***
The Iren Tente ie at

EBKfflS&SKK

Health. Hope and Happinessrestored by
Lydia E. Pinku&m's Vegetable Conpouud,the

No.

WHEN
WRITING TO ADVF.UTISKKH.
.vv. plenxe euy yon aaw tho luivertlaciuout
In thla paper.

A1IFA6TRIEIIT

1—^Ncw Haven Reg-

interrupted the moonlight festivitiesof
his daughter and her young man, “I am
not an astionomer,as I said, and I can
not explain it, but I am sure I saw
the son rise a few moments ago, and it is
now midnight" Then he looked reflectively down at the toe of his boibt and request was granted.
sent the girl off to htd.— Steubenville
It has wonderful power on bowels,
Herald.
kidneys ! What ? Kidney-Wort.

1

(Wia esnd tbs dry port-paid.)BY RLHAT0S.TT.

I

are what the disease or ail\'n<,nt I* us° Bop Ritter*. Don’t wait until youamt* sick but if you
only feel bad or miserable,
at once-

u*e our Patent Roller
and I’m going to have it fixed.” Not at
Ohderb
New York
all. But other men are continually
coming into newspaper offices with very
similar complaints. Isn’t it about time
KIDDER'S PA8TllLE8.tr mi
mall Stowell ACo.
that people looked upon a newspaper ns
ieatown, Ma*a.

sea captain was brought liefore e
/ustice and mercilessly attacked by the
opponent’s lawyer. When at length hr
was suffered to speak, he said : “ Youa
Honor, I ask a day of one week in the
proceedings, so that I can find a big
enough liar to answer that man.” His

pre-

ATTHE DRUGGISTS. PRICE, $1.00
WELLS. KICIIA KDK021 A Co., Prop's,

I

rm.

Newspaper men don’t go into business
places and say : “See here, I don’t like
the way you arrange your show window,

ister.

Itaeti irith equal tffldtnes In

On

loan whose ,ln.ployn.enUcaua* Irregularity of the bowe la or\ urinaryorgana,or who require an AppeUxeiVTonle“d mild Stimulant,
Hop Ritters are tnva^^**ble, without ntox*
loatlng.
No matter what your fewfl11** or symptoms

mart it, Bunava
American WkUhC«..PilUbnr(h,r*.

CkUioffa*

O

a hufiinessoperation

W

I

”

Feculiaritiesof Journalism.

|

I

leeutruted,for thoae that cannot readily

u*\ed,s° varied and perfect are their
oi>eratlu!i8.g|Hk

r

Wicked

Rev.

,

iConttlpatlonand Piles.
I Wit put np In Dry VegeUbl* Fere* in!
Inn cane, one package of which makeaalx quart*
lot medicine. Also In Liquid F*rm, very Om-

MnaUon of HopBf Buchu, Wandraklaand Dandelion, with ail tneWt and
most clnratlvopropertiesof all other Bitters,
makes\the greatest Blcod Purlflar, Liver
Beg U iVatpr, and life and Health Restoring
Agent onwRP^^^® •4rtlL
No disease cV an poealbly long exist where Hop

weak In roar own town. T«nn* *nd fli ootfli
fra*. AddrvMH. Haixktt A Oo., Portland. M«

_

LIVER COMPLAINTS,

Bitters are

this seat occu- $66
was tho next query.
/^TTWTCI RerolTir*. Cauiofa* fm. AddrM%
them. By druggifltfl.
“ Of course both halves are occupied. ”
0r«** Wert. Qua Work., riiubareh. P«.
•T
“Well, my friend,” said the new ar- ASl.U JW
rival, as 'be (et go if hi. satchel. “1
n«. HUNTER, 103 Rtste Chicago,treat* anoily, of England, is a ring composed of a
want to bother you with one move query. U coaafally Throat and Lung DLeaaea by Inhalation.
large emerald surrounded with diaHad you rather I would toss that grabmonds. This once belonged to the fa- bag out of the window and Kit down with $s to $20
mous Admiral Sir Cloudesley Shovel, you, or chuck you out aud ride with the
drowned off the Sciily inlands in his war
VnilllG MEN H yna would learn Tdography In
grab- hag ? ”
I UUnO m Cl* four monthi, and l>e certain of a sitship in 1707. Ou her deathbed an old
The grab-hag man got mad at that uation,addreaa VALENTINE BROS.. Janeartlle,Wla
woman sent for the parson, to whom she
and wouldn’t ride anywhere else than ou
A C.ltMTH WANTED for the Beat »nd Faiteatrevealed that she had murdered the AdSelling Plctorl.ilBook* and Bible, I'riceareduced
the wood l)ox.
miral, whom she foqn$ in a state of exBk per ot. National Pubauhinu Co.. Cnioago.III.
A Holyoke, Mass., exchange alludes to
haustion ou shore, for the plunder. The
For Buiincaaat the Oldeit & Beat
parson gave the ring to Shovel’s great the cure of D. O. Judd, Esq., tJ. S. SuperCommercial College. Circular free.
Addnius C- BayLixs, Dubuijuc, la.
friend Lord Berkeley,who was on one visor of Postal Card Manufactory, who was
cured by St. Jacobs Oil of rheumatism and
of the sliips of the fleet when the wreck
ueundfign.— Bridgeport,Ct., Standard.
occurred.

•

KIDNEY' WORT
PERMANENTLY CURES
|KlbNEY DISEASES.
I*

*

“Are Doth halves of
?

We will aend free by mall a aample aet of oarOennan,
French, Kngliah and AmericanFancy Card*, with a
price flat of over a hundred different doaigni, on receipt
of a stamp for poatage. They are not ad vert tains card*.
but lane, fine, picture chromo cards, on sold,aUver and
tintedground*, forming tho fineat collectionIn the
world. We will alao Inclose a confidential
price list of
our large and small chromna.AddntM F. GLEASON
A CO.. 46 Hammer Ktreet. Boston.Maas.
The %Pureatand Beit Medicine ever Hade.

COUGH

..

I

Free! Cards! Free!

SYRUP instantly destroy*

SYRUP

pied

|

WORMS.

WATCHES

__c
ii

in

I

| John D. Lawrence of Jackaon, Tenn., Buffered!
for yearafrom liver and kidney troubleeand!
after taking ’Miarreleof other mtdlcinea,’'
Kidney -Wort made him well
. Michael Colo of Montgomery Canter, Vi., I
suffered eight year* with kldnev difficulty and|
I waa nnable to work. Kidney- Wort made him
I" wellaaavsr.”

PARILLA AND STILLING A, or BLOOD AND
LIVKR SYRUP, will n-More i.ealtb to the physical or-

:

operation, but, on the contrary, establish a permanetly healthy action. Being entirely vegetable, no’ particular care is required while using

Kidney-Wort.

HOW TO KKCntK
I

(

;

_

t

|

:

with him on holy ground Mr. Georoe Drake, 48 Oak street. Indinear Augusta. None of his followers ] anapolis.Iud.,sufferedterribly with “water”
were to die, but some did give up the i rheumatism. He used St. Jacobs Oil and
ghost, and finally the prophet passed ! was entirelycured.— Y. Y. Spirit of the
away, also. These events shook the be- j
lief of some, but not of all. Jenkins
A Straight Answer » anted*
finally went north with his family and
One of the east-bound trains was
then left them to shift for themselves
heavily loaded, and a passenger who got
hence the suit of the wife. The court
on at Insilanti walked through two cars
reserved its decision till it could be ascerand finally halted at a seat occupied by
tained whether ho was a rascal or merely
a small man and a grab-bag aud ininsane, under which last contingency no
Free I— A
quired
divorce could he granted.
“Is this seat occupied?”
Unlike other cathartics, Dr. Pierce’s" Pel“ Of course this seat is occupied,”was
lets" do not lender tho bowels costive after
the reply.

camped out

BM WHAT PEOPLI SAY

Eugene R. Rtork, of Junction City, Kan*a#,|
Wort cured him after regularPhy[sidanahad been trying for four year*.
| Mr*. John Arnall.ofWashington, Ohio, say* I
Iberhoy wosglvcnuiitodle by four promloeall
I physician* and that he was afterward*
oared by I
[kidney-Wort.
[ M. M?B. Goodwin, an odltor In Cbardon, Oblo.l
[say* h* wo* nut expectedto live, being bloated!
[beyond belief,hut Kidney Wort cured nlm.
[ Anna L Jarrettof flouth Salem, N. Y., mys|
that eeven year* eufferlng from kidney troubleej
land other compUcaUonawaa ended by the tut off
[saya, Kidney-

caaMaditLymrilourecrinlef
tbeuricej
«tiLMJrrjMnARB,»**rer.

Weertec.
r. Old*.

PETROLEUM JELLY

per

graphiciwnctof kltllf*. MfiaomUoalhroiwbeary
t.laU.’ Th» family group orrupWa th« rretra placu.

StngW ceple*lie., M
»“
New Y.r md Bruollyn la t wt.k,. I W. BuaiHT
publUhm, M Wlay rtrert^ N. TL-Agwti
Ud rv—rwber*. OnUr* prwnplly filled.

WMTfifCORN.

liver and

J. T.

FITZGERALD A CO.,

By contractinga severe Cough and Cold, I

two thermometers— exposed equally
was compelled to give np my daily work and
to the sun— be covered, one with white,
keep to the honse. A neighbor recommended
the other with black cloth, the instruGRAIN AND PROVISIONS,
me to try a bottle of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup
ment under the black cloth will indicate
it was procured and used ; to my astonishment
122
and
124 Sooth Clark St., Chicago.
a higher temperature than the other.
If

Comission Merchants,

:

relief

was instantaneous.

Edw. W. Clayton, Waverly, Md.

Warner** Safe Kidney and

Liver Core.

Trading In lota of 1.000 bnabe'e and upward.Bought
aold and carried on margin*. Gtitmnteaicn
k per cent
Correa pondence aoliclted. Bend for daily market report*

Coughs, Cold*,- Boro Thrott, Croup sad Diphtheri*, oto,

*,*
UFounoN.

ATTry thorn. SI tnd 00 Mnt (izos af
«»auruuwwmu.u*MMu*u>Mu*TW~auuM*—
BiLm HI UL at tu paru

til

our

goodA

Ansgmsblsfbmoftste
iagVgsolinaintonisIly.

SICJ^TA A 101.

COLGATE

ACO^HX.
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The

pine

Inrsfo

tree on| the site

of old

JUST

Fort Herkimer, New York, which had es-

caped the ax of the woodman, because It

R.EOESIVE33D

had given shelter to Gen. Washington and
party, while dining beneath its boughs,

when on his way to visit Fort Slanwix,
was blown down in a gale a few days
since.

FALL AND WINTER ROODS

It was over four feet in diameter at

the butt, and over 150 feet in height.

!

!

Too Fastidious.

Some would-be Byrons look on with

dis-

gust

Some of those goods

At the rhymes of Eclectrlc Oil “poet;”

But we have the

best article

known

will be sold at Cost, such as

j

to the

world,

And
It

intend that all persons shall know

&

Ladies’

it

cures coughs, colds, asthma and catarrh

Gents’ Buckled

&

Buttoned Shoes

Bronchitis and complaints of that kind;
It doe« not cost

much, though rheumatics

cures.

it

Tis best Oil in the world you can

i -

-

- —

Boys’ and Young Men’s

find.

THE GREAT

.

Life’s a Conundrum.
W hep judiciously used, Burdock Blood

BURLINGTON ROUTE.

BF"No other line runs Three Through Passenger Trains Dally between Chicago, Des
Moines, Council Bluffs, Omaha. Lincoln, 8t
all the evils arising from impurities of the Joseph, Atchison, Topeka and Kansas City.
Direct connections for all points in Kansas,
blood, which never fail to make the patient Nebraska, Colorado,Wyoming. Montana, Nelong-lived and happy. Price $1.00, trial vada, New Mexico,Arizona, Idaho, Oregon and
Bitters are in themselves a remedy

Small Comfort.
are continuallycoughing

When you

night and day, annoying everybody around

own

go away of

its

accord, you are running a dangerous

risk— better use Dr.

Thomas’

JUSTD

California.
The Shortest, Speediest and Most Comfortable Route via Hannibal to Fort Scott, Denison,
Dallas, Houston, Austin.San Antonio, Galveston and all points in Texas.
The unequnled inducementsoffered by this
Line to Travelersand Tourists, are as follows:
The celebrated Pullman (16-wheel) Palace
Sleeping Cars, run only on this Line, C., B.
Q. Palace Drawing-Room Cars, with Horton’s
Reclining Chairs. No extra charge for Seats
in Reclining Chairs. The famous C., B. A Q.

NOW
A

few

^

thousand feet of lumber, such as fencing, etc., can also be had; also

Shingles, Lime,

etc., at

improvement was

though 01 years

of age,

do a

reasonable day’s

work.”

ALL KINDS OF FRUIT BASKETS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

—ah?—

E. J.
li

HARRINGTON,

OLL

fair and

WINTER

FALL AND

Price $1.00,

DRY GOODS,
Hats and Caps,

Duke of Wellington and

At the store of

any sudden turn
that way should be made by Napoleon.
There are not many survivors of those
days now. The Emperor William of
Germany is one. Ho took part in the
campaigns against France even earlier
than the Dutch Prince who has just died.
The Emperor was in the field in 1813, and
protect Brussels in case

G.

BLAST

IK

DRESS GOODS,

buy

all

Oak

Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
Bolts, 30 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 38 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

White Ash Stave

For making contractsor further in-

CALICOES,

TABLE LINEN,

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are
a certain cure for all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
lioss of Strength, linck of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new
life to the nerves. Acts like a
charm on the digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
such as tasting the food, Belching,
Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,

From the

finest

Silk to the cheapen.

HOSIERY,

&C., &C.,

TO

KONING,

Supt.

ALWAYS ON HAND.
G. Van Pntten & Sons.
Holland, March 25th, 1881.

T

Cathartic Pills
Combine the

Insanity and

an

early
grave. The

_

for

them and

get full particulars.
Price, Specific, $1 per package, or six packages
for $5. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,
Buffalo,

Mkbnos.

A newly discoveredcure for all Diseases of
Women. Send at once for book giving full

informationfree. Address,
W. R. MERWIN, M. DH Detroit, Micil
29-eow-ly

N.Y.

01-ly.

HUMAN MISERY
THE LOSS OF
of.

MANHOOD
A Liotun 0itt*»ahn, Tmtant, ad ladles! Cun
of Seminal W eakaesa, or Spermatorrhoea, induced
by Self-Abnse. Involuntary Emlaeions, Impotchcy,
Nervoua Debility,and impedimenta to Marriage

EARS™** MILLION!
Foo
hlum of Wt
Choo’i

Oil

FoiiUvilySntorei tk* Buriat, and
for Siafam

St,

, Jr.

J.

ti

osly

The Culvemll Medical Co.,
New York, N.Y.; Post Office box. 4M».

kinds of

wijstter

Dress Goods.
—
— —
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
of

1

SHAWLS,

choicest cathartic principles
In medicine, in proportions accurately adjusted to secure activity, certainty, and
uniformity of effect. They are the result
of years of careful study and practicalexperiment, and are the most effectual remedy yet discoveredfor diseases caused by
derangement of the stomach, liver, and
bowels, which require prompt and effectual
treatment. Ayku’b I’li.r.sare specially
applicable to this class of diseases. They
act directly on the digestive and assimilative processes,anil restore regular

healthy action. Their extensiveuse bv
physicians in their practice,and by all
civilized nations, is one of the many
proofs of their value ns a safe, sure, and
perfectly reliable purgative medicine.
Being compounded of the concentrated
virtues of purely vegetable substances,
they are positively free from calomel or
any injuriousproperties, ami can be admin-

at

Hard nd

Soft Stove wood for sale, for

-A full line of-

We have

HARRINGTON,
1881.

ED. J.

and

SHOES

summer

winter use. Inquire of

Holland. June

nice assort-

any time both

EARLY AND LATE. BOOTS
or

a

excellent TEA for 25 cents per

pound and upward.
Jr.

20-f'U)

25,

Eastern Salt at Bottom Prices

IPHCEUNTX
Planing Mill

A

full line

CANNED GOODS, PICKLES and

of

a

complete lino of

GROCERIES
Always on hand at
P. A A. 8TEKETEE. ~

In

rebuildingour new shop we have purchased HnL land, May.

18th, 1881.

entirely new

Machineryof

the moat

Approved Patterns,

istered to children with perfect safety.

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRAD! MARK The Great En-TRADE
giiah Remedy,

Abishte

lam.

Planing, Matching,

as

Hunt

Re-Sawing

per bottle.

Ann

A.XjXj aistd

P

all

an unfailingcure
Arth’s Pills are an effectualcure for And we are confidentwe can aatisfy all who
for seminal weak
want
Constipation or Costiveness, IndigesThis Oil is extracted from a peculiar epecles of
ness, Spermation, Dyspepsia, Loss of Appetite,
small WHITE 811 ARK. caught in the Yellow Sea,
torrhea, Impoknown aa Carcharodon SondtUlH.Every Chinese Foul Stomach and Breath, Dizziness,
teucy, and all
flkhermau knows it. Its virtues as a restorativeof
Headache, Loss of Memoir, Numbness,
Diseases that folhearing were discoveredby a Buddhist Priest Biliousness, Jaundice, Rneumatism,
low aaaaequence4
about the year 1410. It* cures were so numerous
OR
Eruptionsand Skin Diseases,Dropsy,
www-n-vM of Self Abuse;
, _
and many •<> seemiuglY miraculous, that Tumors, Worms, Neuralgia, Colic,
the remedy waa officiallyproclaimed over the en.Done.
Gripes, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Gout.
tire Empire. Its use became ao universal that for
tude. Pain In the Back, Dimness of Vision, PrePlies, Disorders of the Liver, and all
owr 800 mn ao Sufain hu existed laoarths CUneie
mature Old Age, and many other Dljeases that
WE
HAVE
A
STEAM
other
diseases
resulting
from
a
disordered
people. Sent, charges prepaid, to any address at *1
lead to Insanityor Conanmptlonand a Prema-

Cun

Book,” Ac.
Tne world-renownedauthor, in thia admirable
Only Imported by HAYLOCZ ts CO.,
Lecture, clearly Droves from hla own exper- Sole Agent* for America. 7 Dey Bt., New York.
ience that the awful consequencesof Self-Abuse
may be effectuallyremoved without dangeronssurIt* virtues are unquestionable
and it* cnrative
gical operationa, bougie*, Instrument*, rings, or
character absolute, as the writer can personally
cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at once cer- testify, both ftom experience and observation.
tain and effectual, by which every sufferer, no matAmong the many readers of the Review in one
ter what hla conditionmay be, may cure himself
part and another of the country, it ia probable that
cheaply, privately and radically.
are afflicted with deafness, and to such it
&r Thia Lecture will prove a boon to thonsanda numbers
may be said: •» Write at once to Haylock A Co., 7
and thousands.
Dey Street,New York, enclosing $1, and you will
Sent uod*r seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad- receive by return mail a remedy that will enable
dress on receiptof six cents or two postage stamps. you to hear like anybody else, and whose cnrative
WE HAVE ALSO A SURE CURE FOR TAPE effects will be permanent. Yon will never regret
WORM. Address
doing to,"— Editor MercantiURtvUto. 71 -8m.

tl

A fine assortment of

Heavy or Light Braying

Consumpt'n

IS

Tailor and Clothier.
Zeeland, Mich,

Having on hand a large number of wagon? and
hom-e. he li enabled to serve hisjcuntoinors or
Htrangern,at the abort ent possiblenotice, and at
A full line of Hosiery, Skirts and
the moat reasonable rates.
ment of white shirts, etc.

Dr* Menrin’sElectro-Magnetic
Battery.

Back or Side
and diseases
that lead to

Cause

TEAMING
E.

w

SpecilcMedicine.

A Great

BRUSSE, Merchant

OF IMITATIONS.

positivecare for Spermatorrhoea. Seminal
Weakness, Impoteucy,and ail diseases resalting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss of Memory. Rams in

Sold in Holland bvD. R.

G.
35-tf

full line

It I* a

wonderfulsuccess.
Pampheltssent free to all. Write

Our experience in Grand Rapids and our new system of cuttings enables us to
make you a perfect fitting garment in the very latest styles and cheaper than any
house in Grand Rapids.

Md.

TieGreatEmpeaiEtffleJr-

nsed with

JTEECHA J71 TAIL0CR

AND DRAYING.

Sf# that all Iron Bittenare made bf Bkown CntMtcii.
Co. and have crowd red line* and trade mark on » rappee

31—

E

S S

CO.

Baltimore,

1881.

Has on hand a choice selectionof Cloths and Cassimere Cheviot Suitings, English
Wosted ami Overcoatings.

Fresh Groceries

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

HpecIflcMedl
pine is being

The

T

W1N1ER S1TLES

IB IR, IT

gists at $1.00 a bottle.

BEWARE

the

35-1

TRY US AND CONVINCE YOURSELF.

etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drug-

BROWN CHEMICAL

Rapids.

Also a Full Line of

formation apply to Fixter’s Slave Factory.

JAS.

Remember the No. 64 and 66 Canal St„ Grand
is to Your Own Interest to do so.
HARRY VAN ZEE IS IN ATTENDANCE.

ARE OUT AND

HANDKEBCHISFS

the Stave and Heading
Bolls you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
will

new

1881.
ETS, FALL AND

GINGHAMS/

both were born in 1797.

We

It

DELAINES,

Prince Frederickof the Netherlandswas,

Woodsmen,

goods, new styles, and low prices. The very
quality. In order to establisha permanent trade,
we will sell goods for the next 30 days very low. Call and convince yourself at the
Boston Square Dealing ClothingHouse, 64 Canal street, one door south of the wellknown Boston Boot and Shoe Store, 66 Canal street, which can be entered through
an archway from the Boston Clothing Store.
It is an entirely new store, with

CASHMERES,

or so younger than

Farmers and

CANAL STREET, GRAND RAPIDS.

finest line, of every description and

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

entered Paris in 1814 with the conquering

ATTENTION

TUB

Doston Square DealingClothingHouse
No. 64

NOTIONS,

the battle he was stationed with 18,000

Advertwincnta.

.A.T

General Pafstwgj r Agent, Chicago.
Genera) Manager,Chicago.

a month

DO NOT FAIL TO CALL

PERCEVAL LOWELL.

one of the soldiers of Waterloo. During

allies. He is

mice:.

A very large stock of
States, in colors, by applying to.

Prince Frederick of the Netherlands,
whoso death was lately announced, was

to cover the

JLISTE,

RECEIVED

JUST

so

trial size 10 cents.

men

Lath,.

reasonable prices.

Eclectric

was astonished. I can now,

visible that I

SHOES, ETC., ETO.

&

Palace Dining Cars. Gorgeous Smoking Cars
fitted with Elegant High-BackedRattan Revolving Chairs for the exclusive use of firstclass passengers.
Steel Track and Superior Equipment, comVisible Improvement.
bined with their Great Through Car ArrangeMr. Noah Bates, Elmira, $f. Y., writes: ment, makes this, above all others, the favorite
to the South, South-West, and the Far
“About four years ago I had an attack of Route
West.
vest.
Try It, and‘ y ou will find travelinga luxury
bilious fever, and never fully recovered.
Instead of n discomfort.
My digestive organs were weakened, and I
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line
for sale at all officesIn the United States and
would be completelyprostrated for days. Canada.
All information about Rates of Fare, SleepAfter using two bottles of your Burdock
Bitters the

CLOTHUTG

of

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

Oil, an unfailing remedy in all such cases.

Blood

SUITS

for

size 10 cents.

you, and hoping it will

BOOTS

WTEIt

MCA

$350

state of the digestive apparatus.

As

a

Dinner Pilf they have no equal.

DIRTS*

While gentle in their action, these Pills
are the most thorough and searching cathartic that can lie employed, and never give

MONTH!

ianrrswAXTXDi

fig-lT

Lowell, Mass.
SOLD BT AXX DBUOOIBTfl BTBBTWHXBB.

ture Grave.
0F“Fdll particularsIn our pamphlet, whlchwe
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
Speclhc Medicine is sold by all drugiiet at $1 per
package, or six packages for $5, or will be r*"
free by mall on receipt of the money, by

DRYING OF LUMBER WK SHALL dressing

pain unless the bowels are inflamed, and
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
then their influenceis healing. They stimulate the appetite and digestiveorgans: they
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
operate to purify and enrich the blood, and
•k
impart renewed health and vigor to the Or anythingIn our line manufactured on abort
whole system.
notice.
WERKMAN A VAN ARK.
Drepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer k Co.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,

A

KILlsT

AND.THK

S2

T*^

THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.

No. 106 Main Street,Buffalo.N. Y.
For Sale in HollandbyUeber
5»-ly

Walah.

J.

Tan Landegend

Copper, Tin and Sheet Iron worker ;

plombtr

WHakM. SUwwIndwsHM. Whtt.B.Ul Hinttaf Om. wort"1!? ordw^V WpaWn*. Veo° drljen Wells
is. iBlUtlonsoldi*. Solid ««Ud Sit ChMpNlMdbttt
put down, and old pumps repaired.Stoves re
tor yowr own wo or .pocatotw. pane**.•ImU* e»r
itorwftM. TOOprso:MCO.,is«)fMMii.uwY«fc paired and pnt up, etc., etc. Inquire at the Hardware store of J.R. Kleyn. Holland, Mich. 8S-tf
1-17

f

jfe*.

